IMPORTATION OF MEXICAN PRODUCE INTO THE UNITED STATES:
PROCEDURES, DOCUMENTATION, AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
John F. Munger∗
I. INTRODUCTION
The purchase of Mexican fruits and vegetables (Produce) for import
across the U.S. border and sale in the United States is a large and important
industry on both sides of the border. Imported Mexican fruits now account for
37% of all of the fruit import value and 69% of all vegetable import value
imported into the United States, and that percentage is growing each year.1
However, Produce import transactions are not only complex, but they must move
with abnormal speed in order to avoid spoilage and devaluation of the Produce
itself before reaching market. Further, these transactions also involve many
“players,” most of whom play several different roles in the process. Combine
these problems with differences in laws, language, and culture of the many parties
involved, American and Mexican, and the process can be difficult to understand
and manage.
Despite these many problems, the industry has had remarkable success in
adopting very effective mechanisms to make these transactions work efficiently
and fairly. As a result, the U.S. consumer is able to enjoy a variety of fine fruits
and vegetables grown in Mexico2 and transported quickly to market in prime
condition, and the industry continues to grow and prosper more each year.
The purpose of this article is to identify exactly how such cross-border
sales of perishable goods have been made to work by those involved, from the
Grower/Seller to the ultimate Dealer and Retailer. In particular, this article will
focus on the steps, methods, and procedures used by the parties to carry out such
transactions, and which ultimately allow these transactions to work as effectively
and efficiently as they do.
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1
Tom Karst, Mexico Dominates U.S. Produce Imports, THE PACKER (Mar. 4,
2013), http://www.thepacker.com/fruit-vegetable-news/201449021.html.
2
See Presentation of Linda Calvin, U.S. Dep’t of Agric. Econ. Research Service.,
U.S [sic] Produce Imports from Mexico (June 13-14, 2007).
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II. THE UNIQUE NATURE OF THE IMPORTATION OF MEXICAN
PRODUCE INTO THE UNITED STATES
Fresh vegetables and fruits are by their nature highly perishable. First,
Produce deteriorates merely with time. Thus, every day of delay in getting the
Produce to the ultimate Dealer for sale to the consumer means that more of the
goods become overripe or outright spoiled, and in either case devalued.3 Further,
regardless of the time delays inherent in delivering such perishable goods to
market, there are also risks of deterioration and devaluation created by the mere
handling of such Produce. For example, spoilage occurs from handling.4 Fruits
and vegetables must be picked, packed, loaded for trucking, shipped, inspected,
unloaded, warehoused, reloaded, trucked, and unloaded. Moreover, most Produce
is sent to its final buyer only after being mixed with other types of Produce, since
most buyers do not want a truckload of only one kind of Produce for sale.5 This,
in turn, requires additional handling and time lost. Every time they are “handled,”
even for such necessary reasons, a certain amount of the goods become spoiled,
and therefore devalued.6 To avoid such spoilage, Produce must be processed
through the system both quickly and efficiently, with minimum handling. Thus,
while many products are briefly unloaded, stored in a warehouse at the border,
and in any case reloaded for final shipping, they cannot stay long in the warehouse
and must be moved out very quickly. Refrigerated trucks and warehouses can
reduce the loss, but cannot eliminate it.7
These problems are compounded by the fact that no Grower can predict
exactly when his crop will be ready to pick. Climate and unforeseen
circumstances make any long-term prediction almost impossible.8 Similarly,
when the Produce is ready to be picked, it must be picked promptly, and then
immediately packed and trucked to market.9 This is true even if the Grower does
not have a Dealer/Buyer when the Produce leaves his farm. These facts make it
incumbent on the Grower, as well as the Dealer who wants to buy the freshest
Produce available, to make their purchase and sale transactions at the last minute,
and often even after the Produce has already been loaded and is being trucked to
the border for sale.
3

Telephone Interview with Fred Webber, Vice-President, Fruit & Vegetable
Dispute Resolution Corp. (Oct. 23, 2007) [hereinafter Webber]; Interview with Dan
Coogan, Attorney-at-Law, Coogan & Martin P.C., in Nogales, Ariz. (Nov. 20, 2007)
[hereinafter Coogan]. Mr. Coogan practices almost exclusively in the Produce Industry
arena and is considered one of the most knowledgeable and experienced attorneys in this
field. He is also one of the founders of the Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution
Corporation [DRC].
4
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
5
Coogan, supra note 3.
6
Id.; Webber, supra note 3.
7
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
8
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
9
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
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For all these reasons, there is often little time to draft and sign formal
contracts. All interested parties must “move” the goods without delay when they
are ready. There is usually no time for lengthy negotiations or drafting of
contracts.10 To compensate for these problems, the industry has generated, and in
some cases, formalized, certain customs of operation that facilitate the efficient
and effective movement of these highly perishable goods from Mexican farms to
the U.S. market.
III. UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTING TRANSACTION
To understand the customs, rules, and regulations that govern the
industry, one must understand the process of importing Mexican Produce into the
United States. First, however, one must understand who the parties involved
are—the “Players”—and what they do. Then, one can analyze how the various
types of transactions function as a practical matter.
A. The Main “Players”
The industry has adopted customs that have defined the roles, duties, and
responsibilities of the “Players.” These customs have evolved into formal
definitions that have been adopted by the industry in the Fruit and Vegetable
Dispute Resolution Corporation Trading Standards (DRC Trading Standards)11
and in the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act (PACA).12 Some of the more
important Players will be described below.
The Grower: The Grower is the Mexican farmer who grows the
Produce.13 Often, the Mexican Grower owns a family farm, large or small. The
land has probably been in the family for more than one generation, and the
Grower often intends to pass the operation on to his children. It is a family
enterprise. As such, the Grower must have, or more likely will need to obtain,
financing to plant and grow his crops each year, and at the same time bear all risks
inherent in farming—temperature changes, rain, wind, pests, over-supply of a

10

Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation Trading Standards, DRC
(Dec. 3, 2009) [hereinafter DRC TRADING STANDARDS], http://members.fvdrc.com/
adx/aspx/adxGetMedia.aspx?DocID=10,1,Documents&MediaID=9848&Filename=Tradin
g_Standards_December_2009_english.pdf.
12
Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 499a–t (1930) (amended
1995).
13
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 12; see Regulations (Other
than Rules of Practice) Under the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, 7 C.F.R. §
46.2(p) (2010).
11
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crop, fluctuating prices, and others.14 The Grower is also a Dealer, as described
later.15
The Shipper: The Shipper is the party at any particular shipping point
that either owns or purchases the Produce for distribution or resale.16 There may
be more than one shipping point in getting any load of Produce to market. For
example, the first shipping point may be from the Grower’s loading dock, and a
second shipping point may be the loading dock of a warehouse in the United
States where the Produce has been briefly warehoused prior to delivery to its
ultimate destination. It is generally the Shipper who bears the risks and financial
responsibility for moving the Produce from a particular shipping point to the next
destination. The Shipper may be the Grower,17 Grower’s Agent18 (including a
“Commission Merchant”),19 Carrier, Dealer,20 or combinations of these. In
particular, the role of a Shipper must be distinguished from that of a Carrier,
defined below, although Shipper and Carrier may be the same parties.
The Carrier: The Carrier is the owner of the vehicle or other means of
transportation that transports the Produce, as ordered by the Shipper. The Carrier
is liable to the Shipper for damage to or loss of cargo while in transport on his
vehicle.
The U.S. Inspector: The U.S. government Inspector inspects the Produce
for compliance with U.S. quality standards before they come across the U.S.
border (which inspection may be referred to as the “U.S. Inspection” in this
article).
The duties of this Inspector must be distinguished from the
“Conformance Inspection,” which is performed by any receiver of Produce under
a contract or purchase order (PO).
The Conformance Inspector: The Conformance Inspector is the person
who conducts the Conformance Inspection upon receipt of Produce pursuant to a
contract or PO to assure that the Produce received conforms to the requirements of
the contract or PO.
The Broker: The Broker is the person who represents the Grower and/or
another Dealer in negotiating and arranging the sale and purchase of certain
Produce.21 Usually, each Grower has a Broker, who is also the Grower’s Agent.22
The Broker is usually paid a commission by his client,23 although if he also acts as
the Agent he may have contracted for other forms of compensation, as will be
discussed below. “The [B]roker is expected to issue written or electronic
14

Webber, supra note 3.
See infra notes 25–26 and accompanying text.
16
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 23; see 7 C.F.R. § 46.2(o).
17
See supra notes 13, 16 and accompanying text.
18
See infra notes 32–33 and accompanying text.
19
See infra notes 34–36 and accompanying text.
20
See infra notes 30–31 and accompanying text.
21
7 C.F.R. § 46.2(n); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 4. See also
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, Glossary of Terms, and 7 U.S.C. § 499 a(b)(7),
for further definitions of “Broker” and “Dealer’s Broker.”
22
Coogan, supra note 3.
23
Id.
15
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confirmations showing all the contract terms to which the selling Dealer and the
buying Dealer have agreed to, as well as the identity of both.”24
The Warehouseman: As used herein, the Warehouseman is the person
who operates a warehouse at the border, usually on the American side, where
Produce is briefly stored in bailment pending sale and/or shipment.25 The
Warehouseman may also be a Dealer, the Broker, and/or an Agent for Grower or
another Dealer. The Warehouseman may warehouse Produce “in bond” or not “in
bond.” A bonded warehouse is a warehouse containing stored goods on which
applicable duties have not been paid. Except in rare circumstances, Mexico does
not impose export duties on goods going to the United States under NAFTA, so
any duties payable will accrue to the United States. In the United States, a bonded
warehouse obtains a bond in favor of the government guaranteeing payment of
liquidated damages in the event goods are improperly removed from the
warehouse or the warehouseman fails to comply with procedures mandated by
U.S. Customs and Border Protection.26 While the goods, such as Produce, are in a
bonded warehouse, they can be packaged or repackaged. The Warehouseman has
liability to the owner of any Produce damaged or lost in the warehouse,27 although
the amount of liability may be limited by the terms of the warehouse receipt.28
Today, both ordinary and bonded warehouses are often refrigerated to better
preserve the Produce. To document his receipt of the Produce, a Warehouseman
issues either a negotiable or a non-negotiable “warehouse receipt” to the party
depositing the Produce in the warehouse.29 The Uniform Commercial Code
provides that a warehouse receipt or other document of title is negotiable if it
states that the bailed goods are to be delivered to “bearer” or “to order,” rather
than a named person or entity, or where it states that the goods are to be delivered
to a “named person or assigns” where such statements are “recognized in overseas
trade.”30 Any other form of warehouse receipt is therefore “non-negotiable.”

24
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, Glossary of Terms (“Broker”); see
also 7 C.F.R. § 46.28.
25
See U.C.C. § 7-102(a)(13) (2013) (defining “warehouse” as “a person engaged in
the business of storing goods for hire”).
26
See generally Customs Bonds, 19 C.F.R. § 113.63 (2009).
27
See U.C.C. § 7-204(a).
28
Id. § 7-204(b).
29
See id. § 7-201(a), which states, “A warehouse receipt may be issued by any
warehouse.” The form of a warehouse receipt can vary and is provided for in § 7-202.
30
U.C.C. § 7-104(a). Note that the 2013 revision of § 7-104(a) no longer defers to
“overseas trade” to determine negotiability of a document in which goods are to be
delivered to a “named person or assigns.” Under the 2013 revision, “a document of title is
negotiable if by its terms the goods are to be delivered to bearer or to the order of a named
person”, and all other documents are non-negotiable. See, e.g., 2013 Mass. ALS 30, 45.
As of October 2013, only the District of Columbia, Massachusetts, and New Jersey have
codified this revision.
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The Dealer: The Dealer is the person who actually purchases or sells the
Produce,31 whether a Grower, Warehouseman, a wholesale Produce distributor
inside the United States, or a Retailer.32 As indicated above, virtually every
Dealer must be concerned about the speed and efficiency with which he can both
order and receive Produce that conforms to his required standards.
The Grower’s Agent: The Grower’s Agent operates at a shipping point
and sells or distributes on behalf of Growers,33 thereby also acting as his Broker.
In addition, the Grower’s Agent often acts as the financier or banker of the
Grower’s operation.34
The Commission Merchant: The Commission Merchant is the person or
firm located at the destination marketplace that sells Produce on a load-by-load
basis.35 He may act for one seller or on “joint account” for several. He does not
take title to the Produce, but sells on consignment.36 He may be the Grower’s
Agent. A Commission Agent is similar to a Broker except that the former has
more discretion to act without his principal’s knowledge in selling to Buyers or
consigning to consignees unknown to the principal.37
The Retailer: This is any person who engages in selling Produce at
retail.38 The Retailer is also a Dealer.

31

DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, Glossary of Terms (“Dealer”); see
also 7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(6); 7 C.F.R. § 46.2(m).
32
See infra note 38 and accompanying text.
33
7 C.F.R. § 46.2(q); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 13.
34
Coogan, supra note 3; see infra notes 39–77 and accompanying text (explaining
the relationship between the Grower and Grower’s Agent). See infra app. A-I, for sample
forms of agreement between a Grower and the Grower’s Agent.
35
7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(5); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, Glossary of
Terms (“Commission Merchant”).
36
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, Glossary of Terms (“Commission
Merchant”).
37
See 7 C.F.R. § 46.27(a) (“[Seller gives commission merchant] blanket authority
to dispose of the produce for the seller’s account either by negotiation of sales to buyers not
known to the seller or by placing the produce for sale on consignment with receivers in the
terminal markets.”). But this distinction is not as clear in the DRC provisions. Compare
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 4 (defining “Broker” as “any person
engaged in the business of negotiating sales and purchases of produce for or on behalf of
the vendor or the purchaser, respectively”), with DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11,
§ 19, ¶ 5 (defining “Commission Merchant” as “any person engaged in the business of
receiving any perishable agricultural commodity for sale, on commission, or for or on
behalf of another”).
38
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 22; see 7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(11).
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B. The Typical Import Transaction
1. Agent Brokerage/Financing
The typical Produce import transaction involves two or more stages. The
first stage is the arrangement between the Grower in Mexico and his Agent on the
border. The subsequent stages involve the sales of the Produce by the Agent, on
behalf of the Grower, to Dealers and the passage of the Produce to other Dealers
and ultimately the Retailer. Each of these stages is discussed below.
In the first stage of the transaction, the Grower identifies a Broker/Agent
(collectively “Agent” below) at the border with whom he desires to work, usually
for the entire growing season,39 and sometimes for multiple seasons.40 The Agent
will usually perform one or both of two major functions for the Grower: the
function of exclusive broker and the separate function of banker. Typical forms of
contract establishing this type of relationship (Agency Agreements) are attached
and are discussed below.41
At minimum, the Agent and the Grower will usually establish a simple
exclusive brokerage arrangement, where the Grower arranges for his own
financing and uses the Agent solely to broker his products.42 While the Agent has
exclusive rights, the Agent also has the right to reject crops that, in his sole
judgment, are not marketable.43 Upon receipt of the products from the Grower,
the Agent becomes responsible for properly warehousing them, obtaining
inspections, undertaking enforcement actions (including PACA Trust
Enforcement Actions),44 and taking other actions deemed appropriate by the
Agent to protect or market the goods, although these costs are for the account of
the Grower and will be deducted from any sales proceeds.45 The Agent also has
sole control over marketing, selling, and consigning the Produce.46 Further, while
he is bound to make good faith efforts to obtain the best prices he can, he may sell
to any purchaser he chooses and can establish sales prices and terms for the
Produce in his sole discretion as well.47 Indeed, he typically has the right to set
long-term prices, with the express understanding that, in so doing, the pre-set sales
price at any one point in time may not equal the going market price at the time.48
In addition, the Agent typically has the authority to enter into promotional
arrangements with customers and even to pay promotional allowances, incentives,

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

See, e.g., infra apps. A-1, -2.
See, e.g., infra app. A-3.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1, ¶ 2.
See infra notes 331–32 and accompanying text.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-2.
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or rebates, all on the account of the Grower.49 For these services, the Agent
receives a brokerage fee.50 He recoups this fee from sales proceeds, deducts any
costs accrued on the Grower’s account, and then pays the balance to the Grower.51
Second, many Agency Agreements recognize that the typical Grower
needs financing to buy his seed and to sow, fertilize, and harvest his crop.
Further, the Grower must buy and maintain equipment, hire employees, and have
funds for sustaining his entire operation in anticipation of the sale of his
Produce.52 In many cases, the Grower has already used his own Mexican banking
relationships and is already carrying substantial debt, so that he either desires not
to use, or cannot use, these Mexican financing sources for his crop financing.53
Moreover, since U.S. interest rates are usually lower than those in Mexico, it is to
his advantage to use this cheaper financing.54 Therefore, in many Agency
transactions, the Agent not only acts as the Grower’s Agent, but also acts as
Grower’s banker and supplies operating funds in the form of one or more loans.
Because the loans are for crop production for an entire growing season, the
Agency Agreement usually is an exclusive agreement for the entire season55 or
even multiple seasons.56
The actual terms and conditions of an Agency transaction and the
Agency Agreement can vary.57 Generally, however, the Grower and the Agent
establish the amount and terms of the loan. The loan may also provide for future
advances in addition to the initial loan amount. The parties also usually agree that
the debt will be secured by giving the Agent a U.S. security interest under the
applicable State’s Uniform Commercial Code58 against several forms of collateral.
It appears typical that collateral will include not only the crops being directly
financed by the Agent, but also crops grown by the Grower elsewhere and even
“all crops purchased, delivered, or consigned to Grower.”59 The collateral also
will probably include all proceeds and accounts receivable arising from any of the
above crops, all rights under insurance contracts, certificates of deposits, deposit
accounts, letters of credit, all securities and investment property relating to or
49

See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
51
See, e.g., infra app. A-1.
52
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
53
Coogan, supra note 3.
54
Id.
55
See, e.g., infra app. A-2.
56
See, e.g., infra app. A-3.
57
See, e.g., infra app. A-3. Parties to such an agreement will, of course, consider
the particular circumstances (e.g., crop, season, market prices, stability, and
creditworthiness of the grower) and tailor the agreement accordingly (e.g., duties of the
parties, payment terms, rights and remedies, and limitations on Agent’s powers). In the
Appendix A-3 agreement, for example, the Agent (“Distributor”) himself finances the
Grower.
58
See, for example, ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 47-9101 to 709, for the State of
Arizona’s adoption of the U.C.C.
59
See, e.g., infra apps. A-2, -3.
50
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arising from the sale or transfer of the crops, and chattel paper, general
intangibles, customer lists, goodwill, licenses, permits, and agreements pursuant to
which Grower has the right to possession or use of the property of others.60
Agents also often attempt to include in their security interests liens against other
assets of the Grower located in Mexico.61 These might include liens against the
Grower’s equipment, machinery, furniture, and fixtures, the Grower’s books and
records, and his inventory.62 This loan arrangement is documented in at least five
documents:
1) The Agency Agreement;63
2) A Promissory Note;
3) A Security Agreement written in conformity with the U.S. Uniform
Commercial Code;64
4) A UCC-1 Financing Statement;65
5) A Mexican mortgage or “hipoteca” against the Grower’s real estate
in Mexico;66 and usually
6) A Mexican “security interest,” called a “prendaria,” against the
equipment and other personal property of the Grower.67
These Mexican liens will be “perfected” in Mexico, as required under Mexican
law, by a Mexican lawyer who is brought into the transaction by the Agent’s U.S.
attorney.68
The U.S. personal property liens are perfected in an unusual manner,
however. First, the UCC-1 is recorded in the U.S. state where the Produce will
enter the United States to perfect the lien. Of course, this will perfect the lien only
in that U.S. state. Nevertheless, presuming that the Agent and his lawyer have
been cautious to be certain that no prior liens exist against the collateralized crop
in that state’s registry, then when the goods do cross the border into that state the
Agent will have a first lien on them, thereby securing his right to repayment from
sales proceeds. In addition, to filling the UCC-1 in that U.S. state, the Agent and
his attorney will check to see whether other liens have been filed by any third
parties against the collateralized crop in the U.S. Registry in Washington, D.C.69
By checking that registry, he can see whether it shows liens related to crops grown
on the Grower’s land. Moreover, the Registry is checked to see whether the
Grower’s Mexican Tax Identification numbers, which are used in identifying the
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

See, e.g., infra apps. A-2, -3.
Coogan, supra note 3.
See, e.g., infra apps. A-2, -3.
See, e.g., infra app. A-3.
See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 47-9101 to 709; see also infra apps. A-1, -3.
Coogan, supra note 3.
Coogan, supra note 3; see, e.g., infra apps. A-1, -3.
Coogan, supra note 3.
Id.
Id.
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Grower in the Registry, show up there. Either of these factors would indicate
prior liens against the Grower and his crop.70
Finally, the Agent is further secured by the nature and customs of the
industry as a whole. The industry is a small world, and everyone knows what
everyone else is doing.71 Everyone knows what Produce is crossing the border
and who has interests in it.72 Most importantly, everyone knows everyone else,
especially amongst the Brokers and Agents, who are located at the border and
know everything happening there.73 Agents, Brokers, and their Dealers rarely buy
Product from someone they are not comfortable with and do not know.74
As noted above, the Agent operates in this situation not only as the
Grower’s banker, but also as the Grower’s selling Broker.75 Thus, having
financed the Grower’s crops, the agreement between Grower and Agent provides
not only for repayment of the loan, but also that the Agent has the exclusive right
to sell the crop. In this regard, the Agency Agreement usually provides that the
Agent has the sole right to sell the crop on whatever terms and conditions he
determines reasonable.76 As such, the Agent will never hold full title to the goods,
and the Agent, instead of the Grower, will be in charge of finding the Dealer and
documenting the sale. Upon sale, he will deduct what he is owed on the loan, plus
a selling commission, and return the balance to the Grower.77
2. The Sale
The industry has adopted mechanisms that move goods efficiently, as
well as define and protect the rights and duties of the selling and buying parties,
once the crop is on the way to the Agent, and often before it even reaches him at
the border. Each transaction generally commences with a communication by
telephone, fax, or email between the Grower or his Agent/Broker and the buying
Dealer. In the initial and reply communications, the parties identify the type,
quality, quantity, and price of the Produce to be purchased and sold.78 The Dealer
will need certain products at certain prices and will locate a Grower who has those
products to sell. In addition to identifying the product, and the Dealer and the
Grower who match up with the specifications of that transaction, the parties will
need to establish the credentials and reliability of the other party. Recognizing

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Id.
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
See infra apps. A-2, at 2; A-3, at 10.
See infra apps. A-2, at 2; A-3, at 10.
See, e.g., infra apps. A-2, -3.
Webber, supra note 3.
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that the industry is relatively small, most of the parties know each other either
from prior dealings or at least by reputation.79
To the extent that they do not know each other, the industry has
developed very effective methods to establish credentials quickly, even during the
initial telephone call itself.80 First, the need for quick and reliable analysis of
credit and financial ratings has caused the development of at least two crediting
agencies. These are known as the “Red Book”81 and the “Blue Book.”82 These
services report, inter alia, credit and marketing information. Using either or both
of these services, the parties can quickly establish the credit and reliability ratings
of the other.
Further, the parties can use these services to quickly check to see if an
American party is licensed by the Fruit and Vegetable Program of the Agricultural
Marketing Service (AMS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA),
discussed below. This license is issued pursuant to the Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act83 and is called a PACA license. Since all U.S. traders of
commercial quantities of fresh or frozen fruits or vegetables must obtain a PACA
license, and since licensees are strictly regulated by AMS,84 the Mexican party
(and his Broker/Agent) will want to be sure that the American Dealer is properly
licensed and regulated.85 Indeed, even though not himself a licensee of PACA,
the Mexican party can seek redress against such a licensee pursuant to PACA’s
dispute resolution provisions.86 These provisions give the Mexican party the
ability to seek compensation from the American party in a quick and efficient
manner, although the Mexican party must first post a bond of double the amount
of compensation sought.87
In addition, both the American and the Mexican parties will often check
to see if the other is a member of the Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution
Corporation (DRC).88 The DRC is a private entity that has been developed by the
industry, with offices in Canada, the United States, and Mexico.89 The DRC was
founded in 1999 as the result of the recommendation of the Committee on
Agricultural Trade, which is a body organized pursuant to Article 707 of the North

79

Id.
Id.
81
See, e.g., Red Book Credit Services, VANCE PUBL’G CORP., http://www.rbcs.com
(last visited Sept. 3, 2013).
82
See, e.g., BLUE BOOK SERV., http://www.bluebookservices.com/default.aspx (last
visited Sept. 17, 2013).
83
See 7 U.S.C. §§ 499a–t.
84
Id. § 499d–e.
85
Webber, supra note 3.
86
See infra notes 299–337 and accompanying text.
87
7 U.S.C. § 499f; 7 C.F.R. § 47.6(b).
88
Webber, supra note 3.
89
Origins, Creation, and Evolution of the Fruit & Vegetable Dispute Resolution
Corporation, DRC (Jan. 2012), http://www.fvdrc.com/media/14918/drc_history_project_
final_report.pdf.
80
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American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).90 That body determined that the
produce industry active in NAFTA countries needed a formalized and uniform
dispute resolution mechanism. The DRC is not merely a dispute resolution
mechanism, however. Its members have also adopted detailed and effective rules
and regulations governing most aspects important to the industry. These include
rules and regulations pertaining to Trading Standards,91
Transportation
Standards,92 Goods Inspection Guidelines,93 Goods Arrival Guidelines,94 and
Mediation and Arbitration Rules.95 Members of the DRC may be those operating
in the commerce of fresh fruits and vegetables within Canada, Mexico, and the
United States.96 Further, because the DRC is a private entity, it is able to set
higher standards for membership than PACA, which is a government entity. Any
person who meets the minimum standards of PACA’s licensing provisions, such
as simply buying or selling commercial quantities of fruits and vegetables, may
apply for a license under PACA.97 Moreover, while PACA licensees may lose
their license for cause for up to two years,98 members of DRC who have lost their
90

The provision states:
The Committee shall establish an Advisory Committee on Private
Commercial Disputes regarding Agricultural Goods, comprising
persons with expertise or experience in the resolution of private
commercial dispute in agricultural trade. The Advisory Committee
shall report and provide recommendations to the Committee for the
development of systems in the territory of each Party to achieve the
prompt and effective resolution of such disputes, taking into account
any special circumstance, including the perishability of certain
agricultural goods.

North American Free Trade Agreement, § 707, Dec. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 289, 369 (1993).
91
See DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11.
92
See Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation Transportation
Standards, DRC (Dec. 4, 2008) [hereinafter DRC TRANSPORTATION STANDARDS],
http://www.fvdrc.com/media/6976/DRC_Trans_ Stds_December_4_2008_Eng.pdf.
93
See Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation Goods Inspection
Guidelines, DRC (Dec. 4, 2008) [hereinafter DRC GOODS INSPECTION GUIDELINES],
http://www.fvdrc.com/media/6985/Good_Inspection_Guidelines_December_4_2008_engli
sh.pdf.
94
See Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation Goods Arrival
Guidelines, DRC (May 22, 2009) [hereinafter DRC GOODS ARRIVAL GUIDELINES],
http://www.fvdrc.com/media/6982/Good_ Arrival_Guidelines_May_22_2009_english.pdf.
95
See Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation Mediation and
Arbitration Rules, DRC (May 26, 2011) [hereinafter DRC DISPUTE RULES],
http://www.fvdrc.com/media/6967/DRC_Med_and_Arb_Rules_May_26_2011_english.
pdf.
96
See Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation By-Laws, DRC (June
11, 2012), http://www.fvdrc.com/media/ 6964/By_Laws_English_May%202012.pdf.
97
7 U.S.C. § 499c.
98
See 7 U.S.C. §§ 499(b)A, C.
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membership for cause might not be readmitted at all.99 For all of these reasons,
DRC members know that other members meet reasonably high standards and have
subjected themselves to very substantial rules and regulations of the DRC as well
as to its dispute resolution provisions. Thus, they have confidence that trade with
other DRC members across the border will be well regulated by the DRC rules.100
Thus, while the Mexican party will want to be certain that the American party is
licensed by PACA, both parties (including the Mexican party) to the purchase and
sale of Produce from Mexico will benefit if the other party is a DRC member.101
Unfortunately, at the present time, it has been estimated that no more than 20% of
the Mexican Growers are currently DRC members, although that percentage
seems to be growing.102 Therefore, the benefits of the DRC have still not come to
fruition, and the DRC is not yet the positive factor it will ultimately be in the
Mexican Produce arena.
Once the parties have established the financial and industry credentials of
the other and have discussed the price, quantity, and delivery terms of the
transactions, the Dealer will send a PO to the seller. This will usually be sent by
facsimile, or even by email, to keep the transaction moving quickly. Upon
receipt, the Grower or his Broker will send a confirmation to the Dealer. This
may take any form, as long as the acceptance is clear and unconditional.103
In any case, while the Agent is marketing the Produce, the Grower is
timely picking, packing, and loading the Produce onto trucks for shipment to the
border where it will be delivered to the purchasing Dealer or warehoused briefly,
pending sale. To do this, the Grower will use a Carrier selected by the Grower in
Mexico.
Once the Produce reaches the border, several things happen. Upon
arrival, the Produce are inspected by the U.S. Inspector and are unloaded. At that
time, the Broker/Agent arranges for customs clearance procedures and payment of
any customs duties and fees, and the goods are reloaded on the U.S. side for
continuation of the trip to either the warehouse or directly to the Dealer’s location.
Alternatively, NAFTA now permits Mexican Carriers to retain their loads and
cross into the United States to complete delivery.104 If this method is used, the
goods may not need to be unloaded before continuing to their destination. In any
case, once the goods reach the border and the designated delivery point to the
purchasing Dealer, the goods are unloaded and a Bill of Lading (BOL) is prepared
by the Broker/Agent and given to the purchasing Dealer or that Dealer’s
Carrier.105 However, whether the Carrier is employed by the Grower or another
Dealer, and therefore which of these two is the Shipper,106 will be determined by
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Webber, supra note 3.
Id.
Id.
Coogan, supra note 3.
Id.
Id.
Webber, supra note 3.
See supra notes 16–20 and accompanying text.
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the nature of the deal made. For example, if the parties agree to f.o.b. delivery
terms, which is usual,107 then the purchasing Dealer is responsible for the cost and
risk of shipping together with the cost of freight.108 Further, if the Dealer is the
Shipper, so that the Grower will no longer be responsible for the goods, then the
Dealer’s agent, as Dealer’s Conformance Inspector, may inspect the goods.
Alternatively, the Dealer may wait to hold the Conformance Inspection until final
delivery of the goods to the final destination designated by the PO.109
Finally, arrangements for payment of the purchase price would be made
between the Broker/Agent and the purchasing Dealer.
Payments across
international borders could be made via a letter of credit,110 but letters of credit
take time to process and, as already noted, time is of the essence with perishable
goods, which must hit the market place within a few days. Typically, because the
PACA regulation and licensure of the American party provides a measure of
trustworthiness,111 the general custom in the industry is that the Grower or his
Broker simply provides seller with an invoice and payment is made.112 This
theoretically could occur at the time the goods are loaded onto the trucks if the
Dealer is the Shipper and “delivery” therefore occurs upon loading. However, the
parties do not involve the Carrier in receiving and safeguarding payment
documents, and therefore normally the Grower simply sends the invoice to the
Seller electronically and, after receipt and inspection, the Dealer pays the same.113
Further, if the Dealer was the Shipper, but he did not perform the
Conformance Inspection at the time of initial loading, then the Dealer’s
Conformance Inspector inspects the Produce.114
3. Subsequent Sales
In addition to the original sale, which often occurs even before, the
Produce is loaded as described above, the Produce may be resold again at any
time after loading and during transportation to the border.115 For example, the
original purchaser may be a Warehouseman who purchases for resale, or merely a
Dealer who makes a business of buying and selling on the margin for a profit. In
the former case, the Warehouseman will simply resell the Produce, and when
possible, repeat the sale transaction described above.
107

Coogan, supra note 3; see, e.g., infra apps. A-1, at 2; A-2, at 2, 5; A-3, at 10.
7 C.F.R. § 46.2(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 5.
109
This would appear to be a dangerous method, however, as it will then be difficult
to prove whether damage or defects in the Produce occurred before or after delivery to the
Carrier. In the event of such damage or defects, it will therefore be more difficult for the
Dealer to establish the Grower’s fault and liability for same.
110
Webber, supra note 3.
111
See supra note 82 and accompanying text.
112
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
113
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
114
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
115
Webber, supra note 3.
108
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Alternatively, the reseller may be a Dealer who makes a business of
reselling for profit. In this event, the Dealer may conduct the transaction “on the
move.”116
This is facilitated by the marvels of modern electronic
communications, which make it possible to communicate with, and direct, the
Carrier according to the nature of the negotiated arrangements. Indeed, some
Carriers act as Dealers. In this case, the Carrier can negotiate the deal directly
from his truck, receive the PO at his office (or even in the truck), and confirm in
the same way. Ultimately, either through the original sale, or through one or more
resales, the Produce reaches the Retailer and ultimately the consumer.
IV. METHODS OF DOCUMENTING THE SALES TRANSACTIONS
As shown above, the original transaction between the Grower and his
Agent is documented in an Agency Agreement that is normally exclusive and is
usually valid for an entire growing season.117 However, this is not a sales
transaction, but simply an agreement that leaves the Agent in a position to sell.
Unlike the formal written Agency Agreement, import purchases by American
Dealers occur virtually only by PO and confirmation, and without formal written
contract.118 This occurs because the Grower and his Agent do not know until the
last moment exactly when the Produce will be ready to be picked and packed, and
therefore, they will not know until the last moment when they can safely enter into
an agreement to sell them. Indeed, the Produce may already be loaded and “on
the move” to the border before they are sold. These facts, combined with the
perishable nature of the Produce, require speed and efficiency in transacting the
deal. There just is not enough time to negotiate and draft lengthy contracts for
each sale.
Despite the need for speed in moving Mexican Produce to the U.S.
market, however, the parties cannot, of course, ignore the necessity of somehow
documenting each transaction. As with any other industry, the parties need to
document their rights and duties both to avoid disputes and, if necessary, to
resolve disputes. In the absence of time to negotiate and draft individual contracts
in such transactions, therefore, the industry has developed customs accepted by all
Players119 in the industry, which provide the customary “rules of the game,” and
which operate as the contractual terms and conditions of the deal.120 These
customs are so well accepted that they have been formally adopted into the rules
and regulations of DRC and PACA.121 Since all of the American Players must be
116

Id.
See supra notes 39–77 and accompanying text; see, e.g., infra apps. A-1, -2, -3.
118
Webber, supra note 3; Coogan, supra note 3.
119
See supra notes 13–38 and accompanying text.
120
Coogan, supra note 3.
121
Compare 7 C.F.R. §§ 46.1 to .43, with DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11.
See, for example, 7 U.S.C. § 499b, which describes “Unfair Conduct” in terms almost
identical to the definition in DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 2.
117
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licensed by PACA,122 and a small, but growing, number of Mexicans are members
of DRC,123 in order for them to be “accepted” as “credentialed” in the industry as
being worthy to deal with,124 these rules and regulations are effectively binding
and enforceable on all Players. Indeed, PACA applies to all U.S. licensees by
law,125 and the DRC Trading Rules specifically state: “[T]hese Trading Standards
shall apply to all transactions entered into by a member or associate member of
the Fruit and Vegetable Dispute Resolution Corporation, whether or not the
transaction is with another member . . . or a non-member.”126 As will be shown,
these rules and regulations effectively provide for all of the terms and conditions
of Produce sales agreements for Produce to be imported from Mexico into the
United States, as well as for methods of resolving disputes efficiently.
A. The Rules For Trading
As already noted, the speed with which Mexican-U.S. Produce
transactions occur makes it difficult, if not impossible, to document all the terms
and conditions necessary in a contract for sale of goods, other than the quantity,
purchase price, and method of delivery as provided in a basic PO. The general
terms and conditions of contractual agreements in the Mexican-U.S. Produce
industry are therefore found in the rules and regulations adopted by the industry
based on time-tested customs. The most basic sets of these rules and regulations
are known as the PACA Regulations (PACA Regs.)127 and the DRC Trading
Standards.128 The PACA Regs. and DRC Trading Standards supply most of the
terms and conditions that would be found in any sales contract.
1. Duties of the Parties
Both the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards specify the duties
of all of the major parties to any Produce transaction, although they sometimes
differ in their specificity. For example, while PACA does not spell out specific
duties of a Dealer,129 Section 10 of the DRC Trading Standards does. This
122

See supra notes 84–87 and accompanying notes.
See supra notes 84–87 and accompanying notes.
124
See supra notes 84–87 and accompanying notes.
125
7 U.S.C. § 499c.
126
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 21 (emphasis added).
127
See generally 7 C.F.R. pt. 46.
128
See generally DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11.
129
But 7 C.F.R. part 46 does provide for general duties that would apply to all
licensees, including Dealers. See, for example, 7 U.S.C. § 499b, which describes “Unfair
Conduct;” 7 C.F.R. §§ 46.14 (“General”), 46.15 (“Documents to be Preserved”), 46.16
(“Method of Preservation or Storage of Records”), 46.18 (“Record of Produce Received”),
46.19 (“Sales Tickets”), 46.20 (“Lot Numbers”), 46.21 (“Returns, Rejections, or Credit
Memorandum on Sales”), 46.22 (“Accounting for Dumped Produce”), 46.25 (“Auction
123
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Section makes it the duty of the Dealer to have Produce that is damaged, or in a
deteriorated condition, inspected within eight working hours of receipt of notice of
arrival and give notice of any rejection to the Shipper or the seller’s representative
within three hours after the inspection report is concluded.130 He must forward a
copy of the inspection certificate to the Shipper within twenty-four hours of
receipt.131 Then, he must market any portion of the product that is marketable as
soon as practicable.132 Further, the DRC Trading Rules place duties on the Dealer
to provide for proper loading and care of Produce either on a truck or otherwise
while in Dealer’s possession.133
PACA Regs. Section 46.28 and DRC Trading Standards Section 11
provide for the duties of a Broker: “The function of a broker is to facilitate good
faith negotiations between parties . . . . duty of the broker to fully inform the
parties concerning all proposed terms and conditions of the proposed contract.”134
Also, “[a]fter all parties agree on the terms and contract is effected, the broker
shall prepare in writing and deliver promptly to all parties a properly executed
confirmation or memorandum of sale . . . including any express agreement as to
time when payment is due.”135 These confirmations must also expressly state
whom the Broker represents, and if it does not so state, then the Broker shall be
assumed to have been engaged by the buyer.136 Section 11 also specifies many
other important details that would normally be expressed in written contracts, such
as the limitation that he not employ other Brokers for the transaction without prior
consent of his principal,137 the duty to itemize all monies managed for his
principal,138 the fact that normally a Broker does not act as a guarantor of
payment,139 his duties where he acts in a dual capacity,140 and his authority and/or
duty to file claims with Carriers.141
Sales”), 46.29 (“Duties of Licensees”); and DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §§
3–9, which also provide for most of these items and others as well, including General
Records, Documents to be Preserved, Receiving Records, Sales Tickets/Invoices, Lot
Numbers, Returns, Rejections, or Credit Memorandums on Sales, Accounting for
Discarded Produce.
130
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 10, ¶ 2(b)(i).
131
Id. ¶ 2(b)(ii).
132
Id. ¶ 2(b)(iii).
133
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 10, ¶¶ 3–7. These rules provide,
inter alia, for placement in a manner “to take advantage of [the package’s] design strength
to permit adequate bracing . . . and provide for sufficient air circulation.” They also
provide for proper air temperatures, cooling, and placement only with other compatible
produce, which will not harm it.
134
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 1.
135
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 1.
136
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 1.
137
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(b); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 2.
138
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(b)-(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶¶ 2–3.
139
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 3.
140
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(d); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 4.
141
7 C.F.R. § 46.28(e); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 11, ¶ 5.
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The duties of the Commission Merchant are specified in Section 12 of
the DRC Trading Standards. A Commission Merchant, inter alia, may not sell
outside his own market area without the consignor’s prior consent.142 Further, he
may not “pool” produce for sale without prior consent,143 nor may he purchase or
sell Produce to any business over which he has either direct or indirect control,
except that he may purchase “remnants” as fair market value.144 There are no
particular duties specified for a Commission Merchant in the PACA Regs.,
although general duties would apply145 as would other provisions pertaining to
Brokers146 and to all licensees generally.147
The PACA Regs., as well as the DRC Trading Standards, recognize that
“[t]he responsibilities of shippers vary with their contracts with growers.”148 The
Shipper must maintain receiving and disposition records of the Produce.149
Moreover, he is enjoined to enter into written agreements when a “joint account”
transaction,150 as well as when he handles “joint account” transactions for
receiving parties.151 Obviously, the purpose of these required writings is to avoid
confusion in the transaction.
Finally, both the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Rules provide for
the duties of the Grower’s Agent. The rules state that generally, such agreements
should be in writing.152 Alternatively, the Agent may simply “have available a
written statement describing the terms and conditions under which he will handle
the produce of the grower . . . shall mail or deliver this statement to the
grower.”153 The Grower is assumed to agree to the terms of their relationship if
produce is delivered without any comment on the delivered terms.154 “Unless a
grower’s agent is specifically authorized in his contract with the growers to use
the services of brokers, commission merchants, joint partners, or auctions, he is
not entitled to use these methods.”155 When a Grower’s Agent acts in a dual
capacity, he must “disclose his status in each transaction to all parties with whom
142

DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 12, ¶ 1.
Id.
144
Id. ¶ 3. But this provision states that “remnants” may not exceed 5% of the
original shipment.
145
See infra notes 159–67.
146
See supra notes 134–41 and accompanying text. See infra notes 242–61,
pertaining to the rules and duties found in the DRC TRANSPORTATION STANDARDS, supra
note 92, DRC GOODS INSPECTION GUIDELINES, supra note 93, and the GOOD ARRIVAL
GUIDELINES, supra note 94.
147
See infra notes 159-67.
148
7 C.F.R. § 46.31(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 13, ¶ 1.
149
7 C.F.R. § 46.31(b)–(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 13, ¶¶ 2–3.
150
7 C.F.R. § 46.31(b)–(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §13, ¶ 4.
151
7 C.F.R. § 46.31(b)–(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §13, ¶ 5.
152
7 C.F.R. § 46.31(b)–(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §14, ¶ 1. See,
for example, infra Appendix A, for samples of such an agreement.
153
7 C.F.R. § 46.32(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 1.
154
7 C.F.R. § 46.32(a); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 1.
155
7 C.F.R. § 46.32(c); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 3.
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he is dealing.”156 Not only can he not charge an extra fee when he purchases or
sells Produce as a Shipper or Dealer,157 but he also cannot negotiate where he, or
the party with whom he is dealing, is subject to the direct or indirect control of
any party to such transaction, other than his principal, without fully disclosing the
circumstances to his principle and obtaining his specific prior approval.158
2. General Code of Conduct
In addition to the individual duties specified for the various Players as
shown above, both PACA and the DRC Trading Standards also establish some
general standards of conduct by which all Players must abide. For example, 7
U.S.C. § 499b is entitled “Unfair Conduct,” and Section One of the DRC Trading
Standards is entitled “General Rules of Conduct.” Each defines “unfair conduct,”
which applies to all dealings, apparently regardless of whether such conduct
occurs in conjunction with other licensees in the case of PACA,159 and explicitly
in dealing with both members and non-members in the case of the DRC.160 Unfair
conduct includes, amongst other things, “unfair, unreasonable, discriminatory, or
deceptive practice in connection with the weighing, counting or in any way
determining the quantity” of Produce;161 rejection or failure to deliver goods in
conformity with the agreement;162 to fail to pick up or transport timely;163 and for
a Commission Merchant to discard, dump, or destroy Produce without reasonable
cause.164 In addition to these specific prohibitions, PACA and the DRC Trading
Standards also prohibit broad categories of activities such as making false and
misleading statements, refusing to accurately account and pay, failing to perform
any specification of the transaction without reasonable cause,165 as well as
misrepresenting the origin or true grade, quality, quantity, size, weight, and
condition of any Produce.166 Finally, the DRC Trading Standards, although not
PACA, prohibit issuing payment without sufficient funds to cover them.167

156

7 C.F.R. § 46.32(e); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 5.
7 C.F.R. § 46.32(e); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 5.
158
7 C.F.R. § 46.32(e); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 14, ¶ 5.
159
7 U.S.C. § 499b.
160
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1. See also 7 U.S.C. § 499b, which
demonstrates the efforts of the DRC to conform to the prior provisions of PACA where
possible in order to avoid confusion and conflicts.
161
7 U.S.C. § 499b(1); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 1.
162
7 U.S.C. § 499b(2); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 2.
163
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 3; see 7 U.S.C. § 499b(2).
164
7 U.S.C. § 499b(3); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 4.
165
7 U.S.C. § 499b(4); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 5.
166
7 U.S.C. § 499b(5); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 6.
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DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 7.
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3. Risk-Related Trade Terms
One of the best aspects of both PACA and the DRC Trading Standards is
that they clearly define many terms, which are critical to any Produce transaction
(so that the parties do not have to do so). The PACA Regs., as well as the DRC
Trading Standards, define many such terms, including “Acceptance,”168 “Full
Payment Promptly,”169 and “Reasonable Time.”170 Further, since neither the
PACA Regs. nor the DRC use Incoterms provided by the International Chamber
of Commerce,171 PACA Regs. Section 46.43 and DRC Trading Standards Section
19 define the key terms that are used to establish who bears the cost of carriage
and risk of loss, the place of delivery, and point of inspection.172 Both sections
contain over twenty different combinations of these elements, in comparison to
the eleven found in Incoterms. In analyzing the differences in these various terms,
one is first stricken by the multiple uses of the term “f.o.b.” under the PACA
Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards, as opposed to the one use of that term
under Incoterms.
First, and most importantly, the term “f.o.b.” is used under the PACA
Regs. and DRC Trading Standard to apply to shipping other than by ship, whereas
under Incoterms the term “FOB” is limited to mean only “free on board” a ship,
where risk transfers literally at the moment the seller has placed the goods on
board the ship.173 In the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standard there are six
different combinations of delivery, which use the term “f.o.b.” For example, the
PACA Regs. provide that the basic term “f.o.b.” followed by a location (such as
Laredo, Texas) means that the produce quoted or sold is to be placed free on board
the “boat, car, or other agency of the through land transportation at shipping point,
in suitable shipping condition,” at which time the buyer assumes all liability.174
The buyer may inspect the goods at the final destination to determine if the goods
were delivered in “suitable shipping condition,” and if not, the buyer may reject or
seek damages.175 However, the term “suitable shipping condition” is further
defined to mean a condition which, “if the shipment is handled under normal
transportation service and conditions, will assure delivery without abnormal
deterioration at the contract destination . . . .”176
168

7 C.F.R. § 46.2(dd); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 1.
7 C.F.R. § 46.2(aa); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 10.
170
7 C.F.R. § 46.2(cc); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 18.
171
See INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INCOTERMS 2010 (2010).
172
7 C.F.R. § 46.43; DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19.
173
INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, supra note 171. In the case of sales occurring
during transport, “delivery” occurs upon seller “procuring” the goods. Id.
174
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(i).
175
Id. See also 7 U.S.C. § 499e(b), which indicates that all common law remedies,
including right to reject are preserved by PACA.
176
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(j). However, “if a good delivery standard for a commodity
[such as lettuce, for example] is set forth in § 46.44, and that commodity at the contract
destination contains deterioration in excess of any tolerance provided therein, it will be
considered abnormally deteriorated.” Id.
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The DRC Trading Standard replicates these definitions,177 although the
standards explain the term “suitable shipping condition” in greater detail.178 The
term “f.o.b. acceptance” means “that the buyer accepts the produce at shipping
point and has no right of rejection.”179 If the goods were not in suitable shipping
condition, then the buyer’s sole remedy is for damages and not for rejection.180
Both the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standard also add a similar term,
“f.o.b. acceptance final,” which deletes the application of the term “suitable
shipping condition,” thereby rendering that latter term irrelevant to performance
of the contract.181 Rejection is still not an available remedy for breach.182 The
term “f.o.b. inspection and acceptance arrival” means that the Produce is placed
on the transport by the seller at the shipping point so that the buyer bears all cost
of transportation, but the seller continues to bear the risks of transport not caused
by seller.183 Further, both sets of rules provide for the term “f.o.b. sale at
delivered price,” which means the same as f.o.b., except the seller bears the
transport charges from the shipping point to the destination.184
Both PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards allow for shipment
“f.a.s.,” which means that the seller delivers the goods alongside a “steamer” at
which point the buyer assumes all risk and costs.185 Finally, the PACA Regs., but
not the DRC Trading Standard, defines the term “f.o.b. steamer,” which is f.o.b.,
but applies only to shipment by ships or steamers.186 It is not clear why this term
exists since the basic term “f.o.b.” used in the PACA Regs., like the DRC Trading
Standards, is defined to include shipment by “boat.”187
The PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards also both employ the
terms “c.a.f.,” “c.a.c.,” and “c.i.f.”188 Each provides that “c.a.f” means “f.o.b.,”
except that the selling prices includes all freight charges to destination.189 “C.a.c.”
also means “f.o.b.,” except that the selling price shall include both all freight as
well as refrigeration and heating charges to the destination point.190 “C.i.f.”

177

DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 24 (“Suitable Shipping
Condition”); § 20, ¶ 11 (“Good Delivery”).
178
Compare DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §§ 19–20, with 7 C.F.R. §
46.43(k).
179
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(l); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 6.
180
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(l); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 6.
181
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(m); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 7.
182
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(m); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 7.
183
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(dd); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 8.
184
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(ee); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 9.
185
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(o); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 4.
186
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(n); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 10.
187
See supra note 124 and accompanying text. See also 7 U.S.C. §499(f); 7 C.F.R.
§ 47.6(b).
188
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(v); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 1.
189
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(v); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 1.
190
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(v); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 1.
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means “f.o.b.,” except the selling price includes all insurance, freight, and
refrigeration and heating charges to the point of destination.191
Finally, both sets of rules finesse the differences in the “D” Group of
Incoterms, specifically the terms “DAT” (delivered at terminal),192 “DAP”
(delivered at place), and “DDP” (delivered duties paid)193 by subsuming them all
into one term entitled “delivered” or “delivered sale.”194 That terms simply means
that “the produce is to be delivered by the seller on board car, or truck or on dock
if delivered by boat, at the market in which the buyer is located, or at such other
market as is agreed upon, free of any or all charges for transportation or protective
service.”195 The seller also assumes all risk of loss and damage in transit not
caused by buyer.196 However, it is important to note that this term does not
address the issue of payment of duties as does Incoterms. Under all Incoterms,
except DDP, the buyer is responsible for the payment of duties. Further, the term
“delivered” or “delivered sale” specifically states that delivery is complete “on
board” car or truck.197 Similarly, delivery under Incoterms “DAP” and “DDP” is
complete when the goods are placed at buyer’s disposal, ready for unloading (and
still on board the arriving vehicle).198 Delivery under Incoterms “DAT,” however,
is complete only upon unloading of the goods from the arriving vehicle and
placement at Buyer’s disposal at a specified location.199 Further, the term
“delivered” or “delivered sale” in the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading
Standards provides only for delivery on the dock at point of destination,200 which
is the equivalent of the old “DEQ” (delivery ex quay) under earlier editions of
Incoterms, and closest to the current Incoterms DAT.201 The term “delivered” or
“delivered sale” does not specifically provide for the alternative of delivery “on
ship” at point of destination, although other “market(s)” can be agreed upon and
specified,202 but a “ship” is not a “market” and therefore the alternative of delivery
on the ship does not easily present itself under the PACA Regs. and the DRC
Trading Standards.
Interestingly, neither the PACA Regs. nor the DRC Trading Standards
provide any clear equivalents to any of the “C Group” of Incoterms, specifically
the terms “CFR” (cost and freight to point of destination), “CIF” (cost, insurance,

191

7 C.F.R. § 46.43(v); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 1.
INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, supra note 171.
193
Id. Duties are paid by Seller and are typically reflected in the price charged to
Buyer. Id.
194
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
195
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
196
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
197
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
198
INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, supra note 171.
199
Id.
200
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
201
INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, supra note 171.
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7 C.F.R. § 46.43(p); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 3.
192
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and freight to point of destination), “CPT” (carriage paid to destination), and
“CIP” (carriage and insurance paid to destination).203
Also, both the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards provide for
various timing alternatives for inspections, none of which are recognized in
Incoterms. Thus, both sections allow for “purchase after inspection.”204 This term
means that there is no purchase until after inspection or opportunity to inspect, and
the buyer waives both the right of rejection and all warranties as to quality or
condition, except those expressly made by seller.205 The term “shipping-point
inspection” requires the seller to obtain federal or “federal-state,” or mutually
agreed private, inspections showing compliance.206 Here, the seller assumes the
risks if the certification is incorrect.207 Contrarily, the terms “shipping-point
inspection final” or “inspection final” mean the same, except the buyer assumes
the risk of incorrect inspection certification and is without recourse for failure of
the goods to comply.208 The PACA Regs. “subject approval Government
inspection”209 and DRC Trading Standards “subject approval recognized
inspection”210 are similar and mean the same thing as “shipping-point inspection
final,” except that here the buyer has a right to approve the inspection before
being bound by it.211 Finally, both sets of rules define the term “price arrival,”
which means the goods are to be shipped and the price will be determined upon
arrival and after inspection.212 The DRC adds one permutation here, which is not
found in the PACA Regs. Specifically, the DRC Trading Standards adds the term
“open price,” meaning that the price will be determined only after the buyer has
completed resales to third party customers.213 The DRC Trading Standards also
label this “price after sale.”214
The PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards also include terms
pertaining to financial advances or guarantees. “Guaranteed advance” means that
a party making an advance to a consignor is guaranteeing that the net proceeds
due the consignor will equal at least the amount of the advance.215 The terms
“accommodation advance” or “regular advance” mean the opposite, and leave the
consignor liable to return any amount by which the advance exceeds net proceeds
finally due to the consignor.216
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INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, supra note 171.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(ff); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 17.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(ff); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 17.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(x); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 18.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(x); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 18.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(y); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 19.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(z).
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 20.
See supra notes 208–09.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(cc); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 16.
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 14.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(cc); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 15.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(cc); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 20, ¶ 14.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(bb); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 2.
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The rules also provide terms pertaining to joint account transactions.
“Joint Account – Split Above” indicates that the “receiving partner” will pay all
costs and expenses of the joint venture, without recovering any loss from his
partner, and will further immediately reimburse the partner any costs that partner
has incurred.217 However, upon sale of the Produce the costs will be deducted
(and presumably reimbursed to the paying partner, although this is not expressly
provided), and the profits divided as agreed.218
There are many other terms in the PACA Regs. that do not appear in the
DRC Trading Standards. One such term is “today’s shipment” or shipment on a
specified date, which takes different meanings depending on the mode of transport
used: a) when the goods are to be moved by train, the produce shall be “under
billing” by the transportation company on the applicable date in time to be picked
up by a train scheduled to move that days’ loadings from the shipping point; b)
when the goods are to be moved by boat, they must be alongside ship and be
under billing in time to be both loaded and shipped on a boat scheduled to leave
before midnight on the applicable day; or c) in conjunction with transportation by
truck, the produce both shall be loaded and shall actually begin movement from
the shipping point on the applicable day.219 “Tomorrow’s shipment” and
“immediate shipment” both mean the same as “today’s shipment,” except the
goods will move 24 hours later.220 “Quick shipment” means within 48 hours after
the time that would apply to “today’s shipment.”221 “Prompt shipment” means a
shipment with 72 hours of the date that would apply to “today’s shipment.”222
“Shipment first part of the week” or “shipment early part of the week” means
transport as provided under “today’s shipment,” but no later than Monday or
Tuesday of the week specified.223 “Shipment middle of the week”224 means the
same as “shipment first part of the week,” except the shipment must be under
billing and scheduled to leave on Wednesday or Thursday of the specified week.
“Shipment last of the week” or “shipment latter part of week” simply substitutes
Friday and Saturday of the specified week for the dates applicable under the
previous terms.225 Finally, “shipment as soon as possible” or “shipment as soon as
car (truck) can be secured” means that the exact date of shipping is uncertain, but
the seller will make it within a reasonable time, but also granting the buyer the
right to cancel anytime after seven days if the notice to cancel is received by the
seller before shipment is made.226
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7 C.F.R. § 46.43(bb); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 13.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(bb); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶ 13.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(a).
Id. § 46.43(b).
Id. § 46.43(c).
Id. § 46.43(d).
Id. § 46.43(e).
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(f).
Id. § 46.43(g).
Id. § 46.43(h).
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In addition, PACA Regs. include terms which apply to Produce already
in transit when quoted, and which specify what portion of transport charges are to
be paid by buyer. Thus, the terms “in transit,” “roller,” or “rolling car,” all mean
that the car is “moving over a route in line of haul between the point of origin and
the market in which delivery is to be made, and has been so moving since date of
shipment, without any delay attributable to the shipper or his agent.”227 The
definition further specifies that where the purchase is “f.o.b. (shipping point),” the
buyer will pay only the lowest “all rail” freight charges applicable between
shipping point and destination, provided that the buyer is not obligated for any
“protective charges,” unless advised thereof in advance by seller.228 The terms
“tramp car” and “tramp car sale” are similar to “in transit,” but indicate either that
the shipment is “moving over a route out of line of haul with the market in which
it is to be delivered, or in which it is being offered or quoted,” or that the goods
are delayed somewhere.229 The definition divides costs in the same manner as in
“in transit” sales.230 Likewise, the term “rolling acceptance” means that the buyer
accepts goods in transit under the same terms as apply to “in transit” and “tramp
car” purchases, except the buyer pays all costs of transportation from time of
purchase (wherever the goods are located), has no recourse against the seller as
long as the goods were in “suitable shipping condition” at the time of purchase,
and buyer also waives any right to reject the goods on arrival.231 “Rolling
acceptance final” means the same as “rolling acceptance,” except that it appears
that there is no remedy at all if, during shipment, the goods are no longer in
“suitable shipping condition.”232 The terms “track sale” or “sale on track” means
“a sale of produce on track after transit and after inspection or opportunity for
inspection by the buyer . . . .”233 Here, the buyer has waived his right of rejection,
although he will have a “right of reparation” if, upon unloading, it is evident that
portions of the goods which were not accessible to inspection are defective.234
In addition, the PACA Regs. have a few additional terms that apply
mostly to specifications of quantities. Thus, “carload,” “carlot,” and “car” are a
complex definition that determines minimum quantity based upon the carrier’s
tariff schedule.235 The term “commercial unit” simply means a single shipment,
which must be accepted or rejected in its entirety.236
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Id. § 46.43(q).
Id.
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(r).
See id.
Id. § 46.43(s).
Id. § 46.43(t).
Id. § 46.43(u)(1).
7 C.F.R. § 46.43(u)(1–2).
See id. § 46.43(w).
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4. Payment
Both the PACA Regs. and the DRC provide for when payment must be
made. The PACA Regs. provide for a “cash sale,” which means that the buyer
must make payment within 24 hours of his acceptance of the goods.237 But where
a “cash sale” is not a specified term of the transaction, then both the PACA Regs.
and the DRC Trading Standards prescribe that full payment must be made
“promptly.” Specifically, both the PACA Regs. and the DRC Standards say that it
is “unfair conduct” to “fail or refuse truly and correctly to account and make full
payment promptly in respect of any transaction in any such commodity to the
person with whom such transaction is had . . . .”238 Of course, the term “full
payment promptly” is not self-explanatory. Therefore, both the PACA Regs. and
the DRC Trading Standards define that term extensively based on the particular
circumstances of the transaction.
The PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards are concise and
specific as to these definitions of “Prompt Payment,” and they cannot be
paraphrased better than merely quoting them. Thus, the PACA Regs. state:
Full payment promptly is the term used in the Act in
specifying the period of time for making payment without
committing a violation of the Act. ‘Full payment promptly,’
for the purpose of determining violations of the Act, means:
(1) Payment of net proceeds for produce received on
consignment or the pro-rata share of the net profits for the
produce received on joint account, within 10 days after the
date of final sale with respect to each shipment, or within 20
days from the date the goods are accepted at destination,
whichever comes first;
(2) Payment by growers, growers’ agents, or shippers of
deficits on consignments or joint account transactions, within
10 days after the day on which the accounting is received;
(3) Payment of the purchase price, brokerage, and other
expenses to buying brokers who pay for the produce, within
10 days after the day on which the broker’s invoice is received
by the buyer;
(4) Payment of brokerage earned and other expenses in
connection with produce purchased or sold, within 10 days
237
238

added).

Id. § 46.43(hh).
7 U.S.C. § 499b(4); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 1, ¶ 5 (emphasis
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after the day on which the broker’s invoice is received by the
principal;
(5) Payment for produce purchased by a buyer, within 10
days after the day on which the produce is accepted;
(6) Payment to growers, growers’ agents, or shipper by
terminal market agents or brokers, who are selling for the
account of a grower, grower’s agent, or shipper and are
authorized to collect from the buyer or receiver, within 5 days
after the agent or broker receives payment from the buyer or
receiver;
(7) Payment to the principal, within 10 days after receipt, of
net proceeds realized from a carrier claim in connection with a
consignment transaction or, in connection with a joint account
transaction, payment to the joint account partners of their
share of the joint account net proceeds realized from a carrier
claim;
(8) Payment by growers’ agents or shippers who distribute
individual lots of produce for or on behalf of others, within 30
days after receipt of the goods from the principal for sale or
within 5 days after the date the agent receives payment for the
goods, whichever comes first.
(9) Whenever a grower’s agent or shipper harvests, packs, or
distributes entire crops or multiple lots therefrom for or on
behalf of others, payment for the initial shipment shall be
made within 30 days after receipt of the goods for sale or
within 5 days after the date the agent receives payment for the
goods, whichever comes first. Payment for subsequent
shipments shall be made at 10-day intervals from the date of
the accounting for the initial shipment or within 5 days after
the date the agent receives payment for the goods, whichever
comes first, and final payment for the seasons shall be made to
each principal within 30 days from the date the agent receives
the last shipment for the season from that principal.239
The DRC Trading Standards are virtually identical to this point.240
Thereafter, subsections (10) and (11) of the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading
Standards continue with similar, but not identical language. In effect, subsection
(10) states that in transactions that diverge from the terms above, payment is due
239
240

See 7 C.F.R. § 46.2(aa)(1)–(9).
See DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶¶ 10(1)–(9).
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within 20 days after the date of acceptance of the shipment.241 Subsection (11)
then provides for the opportunity for the parties to draft explicit payment
provisions in writing, although the party who relies on such a provision has the
burden of proving its existence.242 Amongst other things, this right includes the
right to require cash payment.243
In summary, the Payment provisions of PACA Regs. and the DRC
Trading Standards provide for most circumstances, and thereby eliminate any
need for the parties to specify payment provisions in the terms of the agreement.
Like the other provisions of the PACA Regs. and the DRC Trading Standards,
these rules help streamline and facilitate transactions while still providing clarity
and certainty.
5. Transportation Standards
The DRC Trading Standards also incorporate by reference several other
sets of rules and regulations, which govern Produce Transactions, but which are
not covered in PACA. One of these is the DRC Transportation Standards.244
These specify the general expectations, rights, and duties of all the parties
involved in transporting Produce, including those of Shippers, receivers, Carriers,
and intermediaries.245 These include financial responsibilities.246 Then, they
specifically address in more detail further rights and duties of “Intermediaries,”
such as the Broker and the Freight contractor,247 the Shipper,248 and the
“Receiver” of Produce.249 They also lay out the requirements for Carriers to
qualify as such, as well as their required licensing and equipment standards.250
They also list certain warranties imputed to the Carrier on which other parties may
rely.251 Sections Seven, Eight, and Nine define in great detail the duties and
responsibilities of the Carrier, its Operator, the Shipper, and the Receiver in
loading, transporting, and unloading the goods.252 These include many details,
such as the duties of timely delivery, inspection, mitigation of damages, payment,
payment for warehousing Produce, care of the Produce in transit, and management
241

7 C.F.R. § 46.2(aa)(10); DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 19, ¶

10(10).
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See DRC TRANSPORTATION STANDARDS, supra note 92.
See id. § 1.
See id. § 1, ¶ 4.
See id. § 3.
See id. § 5.
See DRC TRANSPORTATION STANDARDS, supra note 92, § 6.
See id. § 4.
See id. § 4, ¶ 9.
See id. §§ 7–9, 12.
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of “pooled” goods.253 Further, the DRC Transportation Standards provide for
making claims for late delivery, damaged goods, and other losses.254 Section
Eleven provides that any “Special Insurance” must be paid by the party ordering
the coverage.255 Finally, recognizing that the DRC Transportation Standards
specify that transportation and carriage agreements historically are often
undocumented beyond a Bill of Lading,256 they attach several Appendices that
provide forms for agreements and documentation, including Drivers’ Receipts,
Carriage Contracts, Broker-Intermediary Load Confirmation, as well as Good
Temperature Guidelines, Good Transit Time Guidelines, and a form for a
Shipper’s Report.
6. Goods Inspection and Goods Arrival Guidelines
In addition to the DRC Trading Standards and the DRC Transportation
Standards, the DRC has also promulgated the DRC Good Inspection Guidelines257
and the DRC Good Arrival Guidelines.258 These are incorporated by reference
into the DRC Trading Standards.259 The former are very basic, and simply
provide that any inspector agreed to by the parties will be sufficient, but that
government inspectors are preferred.260 Further, they provide for Inspection
Standards as well as the proper methods of documenting inspections.261 The latter
provide for the standards and required quality of Produce at delivery, specifying
these requirements for dozens of different products.262 All of the above standards
and requirements apply to any Produce transaction unless the parties expressly
agree to the contrary.263
B. Liability and Dispute Resolution
Not only do the various PACA and DRC rules and regulations establish
the above, and other, standards, requirements, and duties in a transaction, but they
also clearly establish that each of the Players in these transactions is at risk for
loss of his membership in the DRC, and/or his PACA License, if he violates
them.264 In addition, he has, amongst other things, monetary liability for failure to
253
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See id.
See DRC TRANSPORTATION STANDARDS, supra note 92, § 10.
Id. § 11
See id. § 2.
See DRC GOODS INSPECTION GUIDELINES, supra note 93.
See DRC GOODS ARRIVAL GUIDELINES, supra note 94.
See DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, §§ 16–17.
See DRC GOODS INSPECTION GUIDELINES, supra note 93.
See id.
See DRC GOODS ARRIVAL GUIDELINES, supra note 94.
See id.
See 7 U.S.C. § 499h; Webber, supra note 3.
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comply with these standards, requirements, and duties. However, the liability and
dispute resolution provisions of PACA and the DRC Dispute Rules and
regulations operate quite differently, and therefore each will be discussed
separately.
1. The DRC
In a general provision at the beginning of the DRC Trading Standards,
liability for failure to comply is stated to flow towards any persons “injured
thereby.”265 Further, the liability of a Grower’s Agent is specifically stated to
include liability for any damage caused by his negligence, as well as his failure to
perform any specification.266 Further, Section 15 provides for liability in the event
of wrongful conversion of any monies.267
This liability is reinforced by very strong and detailed DRC Mediation
and Arbitration Rules (DRC Dispute Rules).268 The DRC Dispute Rules expressly
provide that their application is a condition to membership of any DRC
member.269 By joining the DRC, all members agree that “any dispute, controversy
or claim with another member . . . arising out of or in connection with any
transaction involving fresh fruits and vegetables . . . shall be resolved exclusively
in accordance with these Rules . . . .”270 However, the DRC Dispute Rules
specifically state that all rights of any member to prevent dissipation of assets in a
“statutory trust”271 existing under PACA may be reserved, so that those rights are
not lost by virtue of taking action under the DRC Dispute Rules.272 In addition,
each party retains its complete rights to “pursue a debtor/member under any
insolvency legislation . . . .”273 Finally, while a party may seek interim injunctive
relief from the DRC arbitrator,274 he also has the right to seek such interim relief
from a court of competent jurisdiction.275 Thus, it seems clear that a party may
not seek more than interim relief from any judicial court. This is particularly
interesting in light of the fact that where the claim is less than U.S. $50,000, a
litigant may seek both interim and long-term equitable or injunctive relief from
the arbitrator himself, but apparently can only seek interim injunctive relief where
the claim is for U.S. $50,000 or more.276
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See DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 2, ¶ 1.
Id. § 14, ¶ 6.
Id. § 15.
See DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95.
Id. art. 2(1).
See id. art. 2(2)–(3) (emphasis added).
See infra notes 334–38 and accompanying text.
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The DRC Dispute Rules specify claims limitations periods of nine
months, which require any injured party to give notice to the DRC of any claim
against another party within that time (unless otherwise agreed) after which no
claim may be brought.277 The DRC Dispute Rules also provide procedures for
giving notices of dispute278 and require an attempt at informal consultation to
attempt to resolve the dispute.279 Further, the DRC Dispute Rules provide the
details of all proceedings for formal mediation280 and arbitration.281 In cases
where the contested amount is less than U.S. $50,000, the arbitrator is required to
issue the award no later than thirty days after the final exchange of all submissions
in the case.282 However, in cases where the amount at issue is U.S. $50,000 or
more, or where the amount at issue is unspecified, there is no similar deadline for
the issuance of the award.283 The DRC maintains a “multinational panel of
arbitrators experienced in resolving produce disputes,”284 which the DRC makes
available to the parties. However, there is no requirement that the parties utilize
that panel of arbitrators. Nevertheless, if the parties cannot agree on an arbitrator,
or the manner in which to select one, then the DRC will appoint the
arbitrator(s).285 All arbitration awards are decided “in accordance with the terms
of the agreement of the parties and the Trading Standards, the Transportation
Standards, the Rules and Regulations, and the Policies of the [DRC].”286 Such
arbitrations are final and binding upon the parties,287 and the parties undertake to
carry out any such award without delay.288
The DRC Dispute Rules not only allow monetary awards, but also
specify that the arbitrator has discretion to “determine liability for costs” and to
“apportion costs” between the parties.289 For claims less than U.S. $50,000, the
parties must bear their own costs of “legal and other representation.”290 For
claims of U.S. $50,000 or more (and claims for unspecified amounts), the term
“costs” includes “legal and other representation” incurred by the prevailing
party.291 This increases the risks for the litigating parties and, in turn, undoubtedly
277

See id. art. 4(1).
Id. art. 9.
279
Id. art. 11.
280
See DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, pt. III, § 1.
281
See id. pt. III, § 2.
282
Id. arts. 33, 51.
283
See id. arts. 57, 83.
284
Id. art. 37(1); see id. art. 61(1).
285
DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, art. 37(4); see id. art. 63(4). Article 62(1),
as part of the set of Formal Rules and Procedures applicable to claims of $50,000 or more
(and unspecified amounts), allows the DRC to appoint three arbitrators if the “size,
complexity or other circumstances of the case” so warrant.
286
DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, pt. III, § 3, art. 85(1).
287
Id. arts. 51(2), 84(1).
288
Id.
289
Id. arts. 53(1), 89(1).
290
Id. art. 53(2).
291
Id. art. 89(1)(d).
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encourages amicable resolution rather than litigation. In addition, the arbitrators
are given another power not often found in any arbitral rules—the broad power to
issue injunctions and other “equitable” relief. In disputes of less than U.S.
$50,000, the arbitrator may make “interim” orders such as for the protection and
preservation of property,292 extend or abridge time periods set by the DRC Dispute
Rules,293 or order a party to deposit security for all or part of the amount in
question and/or the other party’s expected costs and fees.294 Most broadly, the
arbitrator is given the extremely broad power to “make an award ordering specific
performance, rectification, injunctions and other equitable remedies.”295
For reasons that are not clear, these broad powers do not appear to be
replicated in those portions of the DRC Dispute Rules that apply to cases where
the disputed amount is U.S. $50,000 or greater. There the arbitrator is given only
“interim” powers to issue such equitable relief and monetary security.296 This
discrepancy is not explained. Of course, one could argue that the provisions of
Article 48 are also applicable to claims involving sums in excess of U.S. $50,000
and that the “interim” provisions of Article 78 also apply to disputes of less than
U.S. $50,000. The problem is that Article 48 appears under Part III, Section 2,
labeled “Arbitration: Expedited Rules and Procedures,” which is followed
immediately by Article 33 pertaining to “Expedited Arbitration – Claims less than
$50,000.” Article 48 follows under Section 2 of Part III and appears to apply only
to claims of less than U.S. $50,000. On the other hand, Article 78 seems to be
part of Part III, Section 3, labeled “Arbitration – Formal Rules and Procedure,”
which is immediately followed by Article 57, labeled “Claims of $50,000 or more
and unspecified amounts.” Thus, Article 78 appears to fall under a section
applicable only to claims of U.S. $50,000 or more. Of course, one might argue
that both provisions are intended to apply to all forms and types of arbitration; but,
the DRC Dispute Rules are not clear in that regard.
In any case, it is not entirely clear how any such injunctive relief is
enforced, and, indeed, that is one of the main reasons why the authority to issue
injunctive and equitable relief is so unusual in arbitrations. Nevertheless, the
DRC Dispute Rules do make it clear that “failure to abide by these Rules or any
request or order by the Corporation (DRC), an arbitrator or a mediator . . . may
give rise to discipline or expulsion from membership . . . .”297
Finally, in order to facilitate clarity and consistency in its arbitral
proceedings, the DRC makes available all of its arbitral decisions on its
website.298 The decisions date from 2000 to present.

292
293
294
295
296
297
298

DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, art. 48(1)(c).
Id. art. 48(1)(f).
Id. art. 48(1)(g).
Id. art. 48(1)(i).
Id. art. 78.
DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, art. 2(7).
See DRC, http://www.fvdrc.com/en/ home.aspx (last visited Sept. 18, 2013).
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2. PACA
a. The General Regime
Although generally similar to the DRC Dispute Rules, PACA brings a
few unique remedies to the table not found in the DRC. These PACA remedies
will give the parties good reason to think carefully about the forum where they
bring their claims. Like the DRC Dispute Rules, PACA also provides for full
monetary relief for injured parties.299 However, unlike the DRC Dispute Rules,
Mexicans seeking payment from an American pursuant to PACA are required to
post a bond of double the amount of the claim before bringing a “formal” claim.300
This requirement places a serious burden on the Mexican, who then, is subject to
paying the American’s costs and attorney’s fees if the former loses.301 Another
disadvantage of the PACA system is that PACA claims are not heard in nonappealable arbitration settings, as with the DRC regime, but instead are heard
either in Administrative hearings before the U.S. Department of Agriculture or in
U.S. Federal District Court, at the election of the claimant.302 If heard in the
District Court, the litigants will find themselves in a standard judicial
environment, which will probably take longer to try than typical arbitrations, and
in any case are appealable.303 Thus, such a proceeding is much longer and
complex than arbitrated resolutions under the DRC Dispute Rules.
b. PACA Administrative Hearings
However, if the claimant brings the claim administratively under PACA,
he may not be saving much time. PACA requires that such administrative actions
be brought by filing a “complaint” with the Department within nine months after
the cause of actions accrues.304 If a party files such a complaint with the
Department, it will be treated at first as an “informal complaint,”305 which the
Department will consider as a basis for either disciplinary action or an award of
damages or both.306 But the matter will not proceed directly to administrative
299

See 7 U.S.C. § 499e.
See id. § 499g(c). However, Section 47.6 indicates that such bond is required
only if the matter develops to the point where a “formal complaint” is filed. The provisions
of the regulation dealing with informal complaints do not require such a bond. See 7
C.F.R. § 47.3.
301
See id. § 499g(c).
302
See 7 U.S.C. § 499e(b).
303
Id. §§ 499e, g.
304
Id. § 499f(a)(1); 7 C.F.R. § 47.3(a)(1). Note, however, that if no monetary relief
is sought, the complaint may be filed no later than two years after the cause of action
accrues, unless the violation is “flagrant” or “repeated.” 7 C.F.R. § 47.3(a)(1).
305
7 C.F.R. § 47.3(a)(1).
306
Id.
300
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hearing. Instead, the Department will investigate the claim.307 Only if the
Department believes, after investigation, that the existence of a violation of the
Act has been “substantiated”308 and the situation “warrants”309 and where
suspension or revocation of a license may result,310 the Department shall contact
the person against whom the complaint is made “in an effort to effect an amicable
or informal adjustment of the matter.”311 The offending party will then be given
an opportunity to present his side of the case as well, including the right to attempt
to come into compliance with the violated regulation.312
Only if the above procedures fail to result in amicable resolution will the
complaining party have a right to take the next step, which is to file a “formal
complaint.”313 Such a formal complaint must be filed within ninety days of
notification of the right to proceed with a formal complaint.314 Further, as noted
above, if the Complainant is a non-resident of the United States, he must file a
bond in double the amount of the claim.315 However, pursuant to the authority
granted to the Secretary of Agriculture in the PACA Regs., the Secretary may
waive such bond requirements, if the complainant is a “resident of a country that
permits the filing of a complaint in any administrative forum or its equivalent that
is substantially similar” to PACA by a resident of the United States against a
resident of the foreign country.316 In fact, the Secretary has waived such bond
requirements as to residents of Canada, which does offer such opportunities to
U.S. residents.317 Therefore, only Mexicans desiring to use the PACA formal
administrative procedures must post the bond.
Once the administrative action is commenced, the PACA Regs. specify
all the procedural rules for pleading, discovery, and trying the case.318
Importantly, there will be an oral hearing before the “examiner” handling the case
only where the amount in question (excluding attorney fees) exceeds U.S.
$30,000.319 The record and proposed award and order will then be forwarded to
the Secretary for his final review and formal ruling.320 The examiner may
recommend, and the Secretary has the right to order, an amount of damages, plus

307

7 U.S.C. § 499f(c)(1); 7 C.F.R. § 47.3(b).
7 U.S.C. § 499f(c)(2).
309
7 C.F.R. § 47.3(b)(2).
310
Id.
311
Id. But it should be noted that this contact with the offending party need not
occur if the acts were willful or where public health, interest, or safety required otherwise.
Id.
312
Id.
313
Id. § 47.6.
314
7 C.F.R. § 47.6(a).
315
Id. § 47.6(b); see also supra text accompanying note 300.
316
7 C.F.R. § 47.6(b); 7 U.S.C. § 499f(e).
317
Webber, supra note 3.
318
7 C.F.R. §§ 47.8 to .21.
319
Id. § 47.15(a).
320
Id. §§ 47.21 to .46.
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reasonable fees and expenses incurred.321 Liability may be ordered for the “full
amount of damages . . . sustained in consequence of such violation.322 The
Secretary may also order the losing party satisfy his Order and Award by a date
certain.323 In addition, the Secretary may suspend or revoke the defendant’s
PACA license324 or he may assess civil penalties not in excess of U.S. $2,000 for
each violation in lieu of suspending or revoking the license.325
After the final Order of the Secretary, either party may appeal to the
appropriate U.S. Federal District Court.326 If a party does not comply with the
Order of the Secretary, an enforcement action may be brought in U.S. Federal
District Court,327 and/or the Secretary may also suspend the PACA license of the
dilatory party.328
As an alternative to claims brought by parties to a transaction discussed
above, any State or Territorial officer, or any interested person may file a
“notification” of a violation of PACA by any Commission Merchant, Dealer or
Broker.329 Such notifications will be investigated by the Department.330 After
investigation of the notification, if the Department so desires, it may issue a
formal complaint,331 and the case will be tried and a remedy may be awarded, all
as discussed above.332 However, there is no guarantee that any “complaint” will
be issued, or a trial be held, as a result of such notifications.
c. The PACA Trust Regime
In addition to all of the above remedies, PACA supplies one other extra
benefit. PACA makes it incumbent on all Commission Merchants, Dealers, and
Brokers to hold all proceeds and receivables from the sale of Produce in Trust for
the benefit of all unpaid suppliers, or sellers, or Agents until all of the latter have
been paid.333 To benefit from this Trust, the seller, Agent, or Broker need only
give notice to the Trustee within thirty calendar days after payment is overdue or
dishonored.334 Alternatively, a PACA licensee may preserve his Trust rights
simply by modifying his bills and invoices as specified in PACA Section
499e(c)(4). He simply needs to provide “information in sufficient detail to
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334

7 U.S.C. § 499g.
Id. § 499e(a).
Id. § 499g.
Id. § 499h(a).
Id. § 499h(e).
7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).
Id. § 499g(b).
Id. § 499g(d).
Id. § 499f(b); 7 C.F.R. § 46.49.
7 U.S.C. § 499f(c); 7 C.F.R. § 46.49.
7 U.S.C. § 499f(c)(2).
See supra note 313–28 and accompanying text.
7 U.S.C. § 499e(c); 7 C.F.R. § 46.46.
7 U.S.C. § 499e(c); 7 C.F.R. § 46.46.
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identify the transaction subject to the trust” and set forth a payment schedule, if
different from that established by the Secretary in the PACA Regs.335 Further, he
must simply include the following language on the invoice:
The perishable agricultural commodities listed on this invoice
are sold subject to the statutory trust authorized by Section
5(c) of the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, 1930 (7
U.S.C. 499e(c)). The seller of these commodities retains a
trust claim over these commodities, all inventories of food or
other products derived from these commodities, and any
receivable or proceeds from the sale of these commodities
until full payment is received.336
The Federal Courts are explicitly given jurisdiction to hear actions for
enforcement of Trust rights, as well as “actions by the Secretary [of the U.S.D.A]
to prevent and restrain dissipation of the trust.”337
3. Filling in the Blanks: Application of the U.C.C. and the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
(CISG)
The PACA provisions and the DRC Dispute Rules cover a great deal of
detail pertaining to sales of Produce into the United States from Mexico, as noted
above. Even so they do not cover many issues that may arise, especially in the
event of disputes. As such, one is left to wonder what law applies to “fill in the
blanks” left under both regimes, especially in light of the fact that these
transactions are international in nature. Fortunately, both have been interpreted
clearly to resolve these issues. As will be seen, both sets of provisions have been
interpreted to apply the U.C.C. and the CISG, almost interchangeably where the
PACA provisions or the DRC Dispute Rules may be silent.
The drafters of the DRC had the foresight to state clearly:
In the interpretation of whether a party to a dispute has failed in
its obligation for conform to the standards, and in calculating
damages arising from any breach, the United States Uniform
Commercial Code will be controlling, specifically; Article 1,
Part 2, General Definitions and Principles of Interpretation;
Article 2, Sales; Article 3, Negotiable Instruments; Article 5,
Letters of Credit; and Article 7, Warehouse Receipts, Bills of
Lading, and Other Documents of Title.338
335
336
337
338

7 U.S.C. § 499e(c)(3)–(4).
See id. § 499e(4).
Id. § 499e(c)(5).
DRC TRADING STANDARDS, supra note 11, § 21.
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To clarify further, the DRC Trading Rules go on to specify a reference to the
Fourteenth Edition of the UCC, dated 1995.339 In addition, the DRC Trading
Rules specify that “[a]n alternative to the U.C.C. is the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.”340 Of course, the
DRC Mediation and Arbitration Rules state that as is the case with most
arbitrations, the parties can specify what law applies, and the arbitrator shall apply
it to the extent recourse to that law is necessary.341 But in all cases, the arbitrator
must apply the Trading Standards,342 and thus, the requirement that the U.C.C.
applies. Further, the arbitrator must decide in accordance with the terms of the
contract and “shall take into account usages of the trade applicable to the
contract.343 However, the specific rules listed above seem to make it clear that he
must apply the U.C.C., or alternatively, the CISG. Practically speaking, however,
the U.C.C. and the CISG do not have major differences in the area of sales, which
is the only subject matter of the CISG. Thus, on issues of negotiable instruments,
the arbitrator should apply Article 3 of the U.C.C., on issues pertaining to letters
of credit he should apply the provisions of Article 5 of the U.C.C., and on the
issues of warehouse receipts, bills of lading, and other documents of title, he
should apply Article 7 of the U.C.C. As to definitions and sales (including
remedies and calculation of damages), he should apply either the provisions of
Article 1, Part 2 and Article 2, respectively, of the U.C.C., or he has the alternative
ability to apply the applicable provisions of the CISG.
These rules have been applied on a fairly consistent basis in the
arbitrations that have been decided by DRC arbitrators, even where one or more of
the parties are not U.S. residents. Thus, the U.C.C. has been applied to resolve
many issues. These include standards for notice of rejection by a receiver of
Produce,344 formulating damages after calculating deductions,345 avoidance of
accord and satisfaction where payment is received in a lockbox,346 application of
the parol evidence rule to extrinsic evidence,347 and notice of defects.348
Similarly, the CISG has been applied to establish the duty to give timely notice
that invoices are incorrect in order to preserve a right to relief,349 the Buyer’s duty
to follow reasonable instructions from the Seller and his right to sell the goods for
Sellers account,350 and in two cases to establish a formula for calculation of
damages where goods are nonconforming.351
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351

Id.
Id.
DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, arts. 49, ¶ 2; 85, ¶ 2.
Id. arts. 49, ¶ 1; 85, ¶ 1.
Id. arts. 49, ¶ 3; 85, ¶ 3.
DRC File No. 9975, DRC (June 22, 2001).
Id.
DRC File No. 18159, DRC (Nov. 16, 2005).
DRC File No. 17182, DRC (Aug. 15, 2006).
DRC File No. 18227, DRC (July 19, 2006).
DRC File No. 12037, DRC (Nov. 4, 2002).
DRC File No. 12000, DRC (Mar. 13, 2003).
Id.; DRC File No. 13145, DRC (July 22, 2003).
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Finally, in addition to applying the U.C.C. and the CISG on a regular
basis, DRC arbitrators have applied PACA rules (excluding the PACA Trust
provisions),352 administrative decisions from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture,353 and U.S. case law from courts of general jurisdiction.354 This is
consistent with the provisions in the DRC Mediation and Arbitration Rules, which
give the arbitrator the right to select applicable law where various rules of the
DRC regime, the U.C.C., and the CISG do not assist.355 After a thorough review
of every arbitration decision rendered by the DRC through 2007, however, the
author has not located a single decision that cited either Canadian or Mexican
statutes or case authority. This would indicate that the CISG or U.S. law is
usually considered to set the fair and applicable standards in the industry and that
they can be relied upon by the parties, regardless of the nation of their residence.
In PACA cases, the U.C.C. is often cited and relied upon to supplement
the provisions of PACA. Thus, courts have found that the U.C.C. should be
applied to determine the duty of a party to object timely to incorrect invoices and
confirmations of sales if that party desires to preserve relief therefrom,356 as well
as how to calculate damages in the event one party attempts to “cover” his losses
by purchasing substitute goods elsewhere.357 However, one must take care in
applying the U.C.C. because courts have found that some aspects of the U.C.C.
may not be applicable to PACA actions in certain limited circumstances. For
example, courts have found that statutes of frauds found in a state’s U.C.C. are
merely procedural and evidentiary in nature so as to preclude evidence of
unwritten agreements to establish a contract in state courts.358 Not being
substantive provisions, such statutes of frauds could not be used to object to a
PACA reparation order that had arisen out of an oral agreement.359 While the
U.C.C. is often applied to supplement the provisions of PACA, however, the
author has been able to locate no decisions arising out of PACA cases that refer to
the CISG.

352

See, e.g., DRC File No. 10629, DRC (Feb. 22, 2002); DRC File No. 12187, DRC
(Apr. 30, 2003).
353
See, e.g., DRC File No. 13116, DRC (Oct. 16, 2003); DRC File No. 9494, DRC
(May 21, 2001).
354
See, e.g., DRC File No. 13116, DRC (Oct. 16, 2003).
355
See DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, arts. 49(2), 85(2).
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See Geneco Produce, Inc. v. Sol Group Marketing Company, No. 04cv-8282 CJS,
2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8351 (W.D.N.Y. 2006).
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Flood v. M.P. Clark, Inc., 319 F. Supp. 1043 (E.D. Pa. 1970).
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United Potato Co., Inc. v. Burghard & Sons, Inc., 18 F. Supp. 2d 894 (N.D. Ill.
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4. Applicability of the DRC and PACA Provisions
Of course, the above DRC provisions, dispute resolution mechanisms,
and remedies are available to parties only if both are members of the DRC,360 or if
a non-member agrees to litigate under the DRC regime.361 In addition, DRC
members specifically retain their rights to sue non-members outside the DRC.362
However, if both parties are DRC members, the parties are contractually bound to
litigate all disputes using the DRC Dispute Rules,363 except they retain all their
PACA Trust rights and can exercise those Trust rights outside the DRC.364
The PACA regime is applicable against everyone who holds a PACA
license, which is anyone who deals in commercial quantities of Produce in the
United States.365 This is true regardless of whether the other party, as a plaintiff,
is licensed by PACA. Indeed, in defining “Unfair Conduct” that falls under the
jurisdiction of PACA, the statute specifically provides that such “Unfair Conduct”
may be in connection with either interstate or foreign commerce.366 Further, the
statute also explicitly provides for actions brought by non-residents of the United
States, although most must post a bond.367 And the provision on damages simply
states that a licensed person violating the PACA Regs. will be liable for all
consequential damages to “persons injured,” without limiting such “persons” to
either other PACA licensees or even to U.S. residents.368 Thus, it seems clear that
even foreigners who are not licensed by PACA, but who are dealing with someone
licensed by PACA have “Trust” rights under the PACA regime and can enforce
them.369
With the above in mind, Mexican Growers and other Mexicans involved
in Produce trade with the United States have several choices in enforcing their
agreements with Americans. If both parties are members of DRC, then the DRC
rules apply in all respects. If the Mexican is not a member of the DRC, he may,
but is not required to, enforce his rights under the DRC Dispute Rules.
Alternatively, he can take action pursuant to the PACA regime against the
American, who virtually by definition will be licensed by PACA. Finally, if time
permits, the parties can enter into other agreements, which modify the terms and
conditions of the transaction, although the licensed American cannot alter his
obligations to the Mexican found in PACA.
As is obvious, the best solution for the American is that both he and the
Mexican be members of the DRC so that they have simple and enforceable rules
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

DRC DISPUTE RULES, supra note 95, art. 2, § (1).
Id. art. 3, § (1).
Id. art. 2, § (5).
Id. §§ (1)–(3).
Id. § (4).
7 U.S.C. § 499c(a).
Id. § 499b.
7 U.S.C. § 499f(e); see also supra note 300 and accompanying text.
7 U.S.C. § 499e(a).
Id. § 499e(c).
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and mechanisms by which they can operate and enforce their rights. The worst
case for the American is that the Mexican not be a DRC member. In that case, the
American has no hold on the Mexican through the DRC, but retains all the
American’s obligations to the Mexican under PACA as a licensed party. The
Mexican, on the other hand, has no definable duties to the American. Moreover,
the terms and conditions of the transaction are ambiguous as the terms of PACA
are not applicable to the Mexican. Thus, if the Mexican is not a DRC member,
the American’s next best choices are either, or both, a) to rely on the terms and
conditions established in the CISG, and/or b) to formalize a contract with the
Mexican that defines as fully as possible the terms and conditions of the
transaction. To understand how this might work, we will next analyze the terms
and conditions of CISG in the context of a Produce transaction between a
Mexican Grower or Dealer and an American Buyer, Agent, or Broker.
5. Other Contractual Remedies and Dispute Resolution Regimes
Of course, in many cases the parties to a transaction may elect
(knowingly or unknowingly) other dispute resolution regimes and other remedies
than are specified either in PACA or the DRC rules. This appears to occur most
frequently in the case of agency agreements, which as noted above are long-term
agreements and are therefore written. However, in some cases the parties may
simply rely on the terms and conditions of a simple PO as supplemented by the
provisions of the CISG, which is applicable to all international sales of goods
where the parties of contracting nations have not elected an alternative set of
applicable remedies and terms.370 Both the United States and Mexico are
contracting parties. Further, Produce is a “good.”371 Therefore, the CISG will be
applicable to such agreements unless the parties elect to the contrary, as by
electing to operate under the DRC regime. Below we will analyze each of these
forms of agreements, which might be used in lieu of the DRC provisions, or either
as a supplement to or in lieu of PACA provisions, described earlier.
a. Customized Written Agreements
In situations where the parties elect to draft written agreements, the
parties may or may not specify what law applies and may even waive rights they
would otherwise have under PACA and the DRC. The results may or may not be
beneficial. The agency agreements in Appendices A-1, A-2, and A-3 represent

370

See United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sales of Goods
arts. 1, 6, Nov. 2010, E.10.V.14
[hereinafter CISG], available
at
http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/sales/cisg/V1056997-CISG-e-book.pdf.
371
In DRC arbitrations, the parties regularly apply CISG, thereby acknowledging
that Produce is a “good.” See supra notes 338, 347–49 and accompanying text.
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good examples of situations where the parties have elected to apply law and/or
dispute mechanisms other than those provided by PACA or the DRC.
For example, in paragraph nine of Appendix A-1, the parties elect a
dispute resolution regime exclusively in the form of arbitration according to the
Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. Further,
the agreement leaves open what law applies in interpreting and applying the
agreement. The result is that the parties have waived any right to try their disputes
either through use of the U.S. Federal District Court or the PACA administrative
procedures under PACA, as set forth above.372 Very arguably, the Grower’s rights
under the PACA Trust regime are thereby lost. However, it is unclear whether the
Grower could still complain to the U.S. Department of Agriculture so as to put the
Agent’s PACA license in jeopardy with the Department. The risk of being unable
to use the PACA dispute procedure may not be a terrible loss for the Mexican
Grower, who would have to post a “double bond” with the Department to do so.373
Moreover, there may be considerable advantage to both parties in electing a
relatively quick and non-appealable arbitration rather than the more complicated
and lengthy PACA procedures described above. However, in agreeing to
arbitration, the Grower may well be giving up his rights to use the PACA Trust
regime mentioned earlier, which would be a significant disadvantage the impact of
which may not be fully understood by the Grower.
In addition, by not specifying what law applies, the parties by default
allow CISG to apply.374 Of course, it is not clear whether the parties have made
this election knowingly, but the effect remains. Finally, it must be noted that the
CISG “governs only the formation of the contract of sale and the rights and
obligations of the seller and the buyer arising from such a contract.”375 The CISG
does not govern “the effect which the contract may have on the property in the
goods sold.”376 Therefore, the terms and conditions of any lien or security interest
that may be taken by the Agent will be governed not by CISG, but by the laws of
the nation where the lien or security interest is taken.377
The Agreement shown in Appendix A-2 offers another alternative type of
arrangement. Paragraph 26.4 specifies that the laws of both countries apply and
then delineates where each is applicable. On issues of interpretation, compliance,
and/or judicial enforcement made in the United States, the Arizona State Courts in
Nogales, Arizona and/or the Federal District Courts in Arizona shall have
exclusive jurisdiction. Likewise, “for everything related to the interpretation of,
compliance with, or judicial request of the obligations under this Agreement in the
372
Such elections of dispute resolution mechanisms in contract are usually treated as
exclusive and result in a waiver of the right to use any other forms of dispute resolution
regimes. See American Arbitration Association, Commercial Arbitration Rules, § M1.
373
See supra note 298 and accompanying text.
374
CISG, supra note 369, arts. 1, 6.
375
Id. art. 4.
376
Id. art. (4)(b).
377
See infra app. A-1, ¶ 6, which provides for the Agent’s right to obtain liens and
security interests to secure repayment of any advances made to the Grower.
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United Mexican States” will be heard in the Mexican courts in Nogales, Sonora.378
In other words, it is not clear at all what actions need to be brought in which
country, and the parties appear to have a choice in that regard as long as they
bring their actions in the limited venues indicated in the Agreement. The only
exception to these venues applies to actions to enforce liens and security interests,
which may be brought wherever necessary.379
With regard to choice of law matters, the Agreement is slightly clearer.
It states that Arizona law will apply unless an action is brought in Mexico, in
which case the law applicable to a venue in Nogales, Sonora will apply.380 This
“choice of law” provision successfully eliminates the application of the CISG, by
election of law.381 Further, it appears to preserve the Grower’s rights against the
Agent under the PACA Trust provisions discussed earlier.382 However, the parties
are left to the law of the venue as their choice of law, and therefore are simply in a
position of competing to get to the courthouse in their respective jurisdictions.
Even the first to file, however, may not have an advantage either as to applicable
law or as to jurisdiction, since nothing prohibits the other party from filing in his
own “home” venue.
Finally, Appendix A-3 provides a much simpler and more workable
alternative. This Agreement provides that the law of Arizona applies to all
matters and that the exclusive venues for all disputes are the State courts located
in Nogales, Arizona, or the Arizona Federal District Courts.383 Clearly, however,
if the Agent were to bring actions against collateral located in Mexico, that action
would have to be brought in Mexico under the laws of Mexico applicable to that
collateral.
Appendix A-3 also expressly provides that the Grower agrees to “waive
or subordinate” his rights under the PACA Trust provisions “in favor of a
financial institution,” if the same is required by the institution in order to provide
financing for the Agent.384 While this language is not entirely clear as to whether
this constitutes an absolute waiver or merely a duty to subordinate if required by
Agent’s lender, the concept of such a waiver is addressed here as it is not in either
of the other Appendices discussed above.
Of the above agreements, Appendix A-3 appears to be most favorable for
the American. Appendix A-1 seems the clearest and, overall, the most favorable
to the Mexican. Of course, many other variations of agreements are possible.
However, the point is that, if both parties were members of the DRC, little of this
would be necessary as the DRC establishes a very clear and fair regime that would
render much of these agreements unnecessary. This should make it clear to
Mexican participants that they certainly would be better off using the DRC regime
378
379
380
381
382
383
384

See infra app. A-2, ¶ 26.4.
Id.
Id.
CISG, supra note 369, art. 6.
See supra notes 331–35 and accompanying text.
See infra app. A-3, ¶¶ 28–29.
See infra app. A-3, ¶ 11.
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than the lopsided types of agreements discussed above. Moreover, even the
American parties would be better off since the DRC regime seems eminently fair
to both sides and provides for far quicker and more efficient dispute resolution
than do any of the agreements in the Appendices to this article. In addition, the
American should want the Mexican to be a member of the DRC for another
reason: it would require the Mexican to bring disputes against the Agent (other
than other the PACA Trust provisions, which are rights expressly reserved under
the DRC regime385) only in the DRC and not in the more cumbersome and
expensive procedures established through PACA.386 Thus, both parties would be
better off if both simply were members of the DRC and subjected themselves to
the efficient and fair dispute mechanisms of that organization, rather than the
regime of PACA (applicable only to the American anyway), or even the
customized provisions of written agreements such as those in the Appendices,
which inevitably would involve complex, lengthy, and expensive court
proceedings.
b. International Trade Centre Model Contract on the
International Commercial Sale of Perishable Goods
The International Trade Centre (ITC) of the United Nations Center for
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) also developed its own Model Contract on
the International Commercial Sale of Perishable Goods (Model Contract),387
attached hereto as Appendix A-4. As one would expect, the ITC Model Contract
utilizes the terms for payment and transfer of risk found in INCOTERMS.388
Further, it expressly provides that the CISG will apply as to any issues that are not
considered in the Model Contract, so that the conditions of offer, sale, contract,
and remedy found in CISG are incorporated into the Model Contract to
supplement its terms.389 In addition, the Model Contract also incorporates the
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) Principles
of International Commercial Contracts.390 Importantly, the Model Contract also
applies the “law applicable at Seller’s place of business through which this

385

See supra notes 331–34.
See supra notes 297–329 and accompanying text.
387
See U.N. CENTER FOR TRADE & DEV., INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL SALE OF
PERISHABLE GOODS: MODEL CONTRACT AND USERS’ GUIDE, U.N. Doc.
ITC/P34.E/TSS/FASS/99-IX (1999) [hereinafter ITC MODEL CONTRACT]; see also infra
app. A-4.
388
See ITC MODEL CONTRACT, supra note 387, ¶ 3; INT’L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
supra note 171.
389
See ITC MODEL CONTRACT, supra note 387, ¶ 14.
390
Id.; see INT’L INST. FOR THE UNIFICATION OF PRIVATE LAW, UNIDROIT
PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS (2010), available at
http://www.unidroit.org/english/principles/contracts/main.htm.
386
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Contract is to be performed” to fill in any blanks not covered by any of the
above.391
The Model Contract is also very clear as to the procedures applicable to
various alternative forms of payment available. Paragraph five of the Model
Contract provides alternative methods of payment by “Payment In Advance,”
“Payment By Documentary Collection,” “Payment By Irrevocable Documentary
Credit,” “Payment Backed By Bank Guarantee,” or “Other Payment
Arrangements.”392 Where the second of these alternatives is to be used, the Model
Contract specifies that the Rules of Documentary Collection of the International
Chamber of Commerce apply.393 Where the third alternative is to be used, the
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits of the International
Chamber Commerce will govern.394 And where the fourth alternative is used, the
payment terms will be those stated in the Uniform Rules of Demand Guarantees
published by the International Chamber of Commerce.395
Finally, the Model Contract specifies that all disputes will be arbitrated
under the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce.396 In
the event that the claim exceeds one million U.S. dollars, the dispute will be
resolved in the International Chamber of Commerce International Court of
Arbitration.397
Thus, the Model Contract is precise, albeit one must almost be a lawyer
to fully understand it. Nevertheless, parties who do not use it would be well
advised to at least review it, or use it as a base from which to begin drafting a
custom agreement if they choose not to utilize the DRC regime. It is clear and
provides for most unforeseen circumstances through its reference to the various
international conventions and rules cited above. Even if one did not fully
understand those conventions and rules going in, one could at least reference them
as needed and determine the validity of the respective positions of the parties.
That is far better than having a contract that is vague, fails to cover important
issues, or even worse, is internally inconsistent. Drafting a custom contract using
the ITC Model Contract as a place to start would seem to be good practice in the
context of international Produce sales transactions. At a minimum, it is a sound
alternative and should not be dismissed out of hand.
V. CONCLUSION
The importation of Mexican Produce into the United States involves
many different Players, the laws of two nations, and goods that are highly
391
392
393
394
395
396
397

See ITC MODEL CONTRACT, supra note 387, ¶ 14.
Id. ¶ 5.
Id.
Id.
Id.
See ITC MODEL CONTRACT, supra note 387, ¶ 15.
Id.
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perishable and require efficient delivery to market. At first glance, it appears that
very complex transactions are handled too informally, with almost no
documentation beyond a PO and a BOL. The industry, however, has adapted well
to the complexities that face it and has rendered many of the usual transactional
formalities unnecessary. By working together for their common good, the
members of the industry have developed rules and regulations that are well
accepted amongst all the Players, as well as the mechanisms to enforce those rules
and regulations. In this way, the industry has become able to manage these
difficult transactions smoothly and efficiently, but almost completely without
formal documentation. Each of the Players knows what is expected of them, as
well as what they should expect of others. The result seems to be few surprises on
a day-to-day basis.398 And when surprises or problems do occur, they can be
resolved expeditiously pursuant to the DRC Mediation and Arbitration Rules and
the PACA-sponsored mechanisms for dispute resolution. In particular, the DRC
Dispute Rules are simple and efficient. They also provide a fair venue for dispute
resolution for parties from all three of the NAFTA countries. Yet, Mexicans do
not appear to be joining the DRC in the numbers that Americans and Canadians
do. Therefore, the efficiency of the industry could be increased, rather
substantially, if all parties in the Produce trade from all three countries became
members of the DRC. Nevertheless, the industry has a strong start in this regard,
and one can hope that the sound mechanisms inherent in the DRC rules will
ultimately attract all players.
Another weak spot in the industry appears to be in situations where
written contracts are drafted, which is usually where Growers and Agents have
formed a long-term relationship. The author’s review of the contracts, which he
has seen, has led him to believe that those contracts are drafted in strong favor of
the Agents, often in ways that probably are not obvious to Mexican Growers.
That is understandable from the point of view of the Agents, who often double as
the Growers’ financiers. Nevertheless, especially where the Mexican Grower is
not a member of the DRC and cannot rely on its rules and dispute mechanisms,
Mexicans ought to take great care in these matters. To begin, they might consider
available international model contracts and related legal rules and conventions that
might help lead them to more balanced contracts.
In any case, it seems clear that the overall sophistication of the Produce
industry working between the United States and Mexico is quite high and is
rapidly evolving into a model for other businesses and fields. Other industries
could learn much from the U.S.-Mexican Produce Industry.

398

Coogan, supra note 3.
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